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Abstract
A driver's attention, parallel actions, and emotions directly inﬂ uence driving behavior. Any
secondary task, be it cognitive, visual, or manual, that diverts driver focus from the primary task
of driving is a source of distraction. Longer response time, inability to scan the road, and missing
visual cues can all lead to car crashes with serious consequences. Current research focuses on
detecting distraction by means of vehicle-mounted video cameras or wearable sensors for tracking
eye movements and head rotation. Facial expressions, speech, and physiological signals are also
among the widely used indicators for detecting distraction. These approaches are accurate, fast,
and reliable but come with a high installation cost, requirements related to lighting conditions,
privacy intrusions, and energy consumption.
Over the past decade, the use of radio signals has been investigated as a possible solution for the
aforementioned limitations of today's technologies. Changes in radio-signal patterns caused by
movements of the human body can be analyzed and thereby used in detecting humans' gestures
and activities. Human behavior and emotions, in particular, are less explored in this regard and
are addressed mostly with reference to physiological signals.
The thesis exploited multiple wireless technologies (1.8~GHz, WiFi, and millimeter wave) and
combinations thereof to detect complex 3D movements of a driver in a car. Upper-body movements
are vital indicators of a driver's behavior in a car, and the information from these movements could
be used to generate appropriate feedback, such as warnings or provision of directives for actions
that would avoid jeopardizing safety. Existing wireless-system-based solutions focus primarily on
either large or small movements, or they address well-deﬁ ned activities. They do not consider
discriminating large movements from small ones, let alone their directions, within a single system.
These limitations underscore the requirement to address complex natural-behavior situations
precisely such as that in a car, which demands not only isolating particular movements but also
classifying and predicting them.
The research to reach the attendant goals exploited physical properties of RF signals, several
hardware-software combinations, and building of algorithms to process and detect body
movements -- from the simple to the complex. Additionally, distinctive feature sets were addressed
for machine-learning techniques to ﬁ nd patterns in data and predict states accordingly. The
systems were evaluated by performing extensive real-world studies.

K e y w o r d s wireless sensing, body movement detection, behavior recognition, distracted state
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Abstract
A driver’s attention, parallel actions, and emotions directly inﬂuence the driving
behavior. Any secondary task, be it cognitive, visual, or manual, that diverts
driver focus from the primary task of driving is a source of distraction. Longer
response time, inability to scan the road, and missing of visual cues can all lead
to car crashes with serious consequences. Current research focuses on detecting
distraction by means of vehicle-mounted video cameras or wearable sensors for
tracking eye movements and head rotation. Facial expressions, speech, and
physiological signals are also among the widely used indicators for detecting
distraction. These approaches are accurate, fast, and reliable but come with high
installation cost, requirements related to lighting conditions, privacy intrusions,
and energy consumption. Over the past decade, the use of radio signals has
been investigated as a possible solution for the aforementioned limitations of
today’s technologies. Changes in radio-signal patterns caused by movements of
the human body can be analyzed and thereby used in detecting humans’ gestures
and activities. Human behavior and emotions, in particular, are less explored in
this regard and are addressed mostly with reference to physiological signals.
The thesis project exploited multiple wireless technologies (1.8 GHz, WiFi, and
millimeter wave) and combinations thereof to detect complex 3D movements of a
driver in a car. Upper-body movements are vital indicators of a driver’s behavior
in a car, and the information from these movements could be used to generate
appropriate feedback, such as warnings or provision of directives for actions
that would avoid jeopardizing safety. Existing wireless-system-based solutions
focus primarily on either large or small movements, or they address well-deﬁned
activities. They do not consider discriminating large movements from small ones,
let alone their directions, within a single system. These limitations underscore
the requirement to address complex natural-behavior situations precisely such as
that in a car, which demands not only isolating particular movements but also
classifying and predicting them.
The research to reach the attendant goals exploited numerous physical properties of RF signals, several hardware–software combinations, and building of
algorithms to process and detect body movements – from the simple to the complex. Additionally, distinctive feature sets were addressed for machine-learning
techniques designed to ﬁnd patterns in data and predict states accordingly. The
researchers evaluated the systems by performing extensive real-world studies,
and the thesis demonstrates how they can be utilized for in-vehicle sensing.
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1. Introduction

The driver’s eyes being off the road for two seconds doubles the risk of a crash 1 .
Any secondary task, whether cognitive, visual, or manual, that diverts the focus
of a driver from the primary task of driving is a source of distraction. The
delayed response this brings, inability to scan the road, and missing of visual
cues can lead to severe consequences, such as serious car crashes. Current
research is focused on detecting a distracted state by tracking eye movements
and rotation of the head. Facial expressions, speech, and physiological signals
are other widely used indicators in efforts at detecting distraction [25, 38, 40].
They require using video cameras, binding humans to sensory devices, or a
stationary scenario. Although these approaches are accurate, fast, and reliable,
they bring with them high installation costs, a need for appropriate lighting
conditions, privacy concerns, and increased energy consumption.
Radio signals, as an alternative solution to address these limitations of the
existing technologies, have been explored recently for their potential in detection
of humans’ gestures and activities. The approach involves analyzing the obvious changes that movements of the human body create in terms of detectable
radio signal patterns. This form of electromagnetic (EM) wave is most often
described in terms of amplitude, phase, and frequency. We are surrounded
by radio waves, which get reﬂected, refracted, or diffracted by objects in the
enviornment [5, 80, 100]. Hence, the signal received differs in characteristics
from the signal transmitted. In other words, distortion in the received signal
is introduced because of the interaction with both static and dynamic objects
in the surroundings. Radio frequency (RF) sensing involves exploiting these
distortions for extraction of useful information about the environment. The
human body, although not as strong a reﬂector as metals, creates a signiﬁcant
impact on RF waves, and recent research has proved its capacity as a provider
of human-activity sensors. At the same time, several machine-learning methods
have been advanced that entail training from gesture data for production of
gesture-recognition systems [113].
The expressiveness of body movements has remained little explored with
1 See https://www.forbes.com/sites/tanyamohn/2017/10/05/new-infotainment-systems-

can-be-dangerous-distractions-behind-the-wheel
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regard to detecting human behavior, whether on the basis of radio signals or via
other technologies, yet the body reﬂects the changes in the affective state of an
individual well [20, 26]. Our bodies can indicate our intentions, attention, and
emotion, and their movements can be detected by means of wireless signals –
the changing movements directly inﬂuence the characteristics-of the signals and
patterns in them. Since modern cars already have a wireless interface, the ﬁeld
is ripe for a proposal that behavior states can be sensed in drivers/passengers via
this ubiquitous interface. Alongside serving as a distraction indicator, behavior
detection based on body movements has several other applications. For instance,
in the era of self-driving vehicles, riders may utilize their journey time to perform
other essential everyday tasks. In addition, under the car-sharing concept, the
behavior of one passenger is likely to affect others. This creates an incentive
to detect the behavior, actions, and emotions of all the passengers. Moreover,
such behavior detection enables a car assistant bot to learn its users’ behavior
routines and preferences, through which it can provide better in-car services
and make more appropriate route decisions.

1.1

Objectives and Scope

The impetus behind detecting individual small and large movements alike is that
they supply in-depth information about user behavior. Upper-body movements
such as head and torso actions can be used in measuring drivers’ attention and
interest levels. For instance, someone who turns his head in different directions
while driving along a straight, smooth road is attesting to being lost, talking to
a passenger, or being interested in external events. This can serve as input to
generating appropriate guidance, warnings, and other feedback to facilitate the
driving task. Since people’s expression of state with their body movements may
vary with culture, region, gender, age, etc., the system used should be tailored to
the individuals or groups of people potentially using the service. Using machine
learning techniques enables us to distinguish between normal and abnormal
behavior. The primary advantage of using RF signals in these efforts is the
freedom to detect movements without relying on the use of wearable devices or
on capturing images. The results of the dissertation project not only prove the
applicability of RF-based methods for complex movements’ detection but also
should bring attention to the potential of body movements for behavior detection
in real-world scenarios.
In this thesis, I present the analysis, design, and implementation of techniques
that exploit radio frequency signals to detect minor discrete three-dimensional
(3D) body movements. I focus primarily on naturally occurring upper-body
movements (motions of the head, torso, and arms) that are closely linked to a
driver’s behavior. The work represents introduction of the concept of using body
movements’ detection from RF and actually obtaining information about human
behavior accordingly. My main reason for proposing this particular technology
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for detection lies in its ubiquitous and less privacy-compromising nature in
comparison to sensors on the body or video cameras. As the characteristics of
transmitted RF signals get affected by humans’ body movements and activities,
one can exploit the ﬂuctuations produced in the received signals, using any of
several wireless technologies, each of which has its own potential for detection.
In the early stages of the doctoral research, the team made independent contributions in three domains of research relevant in this regard: signal processing
from RF data, emotion sensing, and machine learning. Through these, we implemented a preliminary activity-detection system on the basis of a small study.
We started with a basic wireless transmitter–receiver setup in which the subject
performs simple body movements. Different body movements affect different
characteristics of the received signal. We applied various signal-processing
techniques to the received signals and computed time- and frequency-domain
features to discriminate between particular types of movements. Then, we fed
these features to several machine-learning algorithms and trained the system,
to enable prediction of unknown movements.
The work progressed further, to specifying interesting body movements that
provide useful information about the state, behavior, attention, or emotion of
humans and to exploring multiple RF technologies and developing methods
accordingly for accurately capturing and distinguishing between complex movements. To achieve viable results, we focused on an in-car environment, for which
we carried out advanced user studies to test particular detection techniques. A
scope centered on body movements’ detection within a car shapes the problem addressed well for purposes of distinguishing neutral vs. distracted behavior. Our
contributions can be summarized in one sentence thus: we explored the capabilities of RF sensing by detecting simple body movements with software-deﬁned
radios, characterized a set of complex upper-body movements accordingly and
veriﬁed their detection from channel state information (CSI) with off-the-shelf
wireless local area network (WLAN) cards, and then took this research still
further – to separating between small and large upper-body movements and
computing direction of movements in three dimensions through introduction of
an appropriate multi-frequency feature set.

1.2

Research Contributions and the Organization of the Thesis

The dissertation project involved several major contributions. This section
presents these and outlines the structure of their presentation in the thesis.

1.2.1

The Proposal of RF’s Applicability for Body-Movement-based
Behavior Recognition

Chapter 2 describes the connection between emotion recognition and RF-based
activity recognition (see Figure 1.1) and presents its potential for leading to a
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novel ubiquitous emotion-sensing technology. I discuss various domains, modalities, and sensors that have been given attention in recent years with regard to
human activity, emotions, behavior, and interest, alongside the challenges associated with conventional methods of sensing. The chapter pinpoints the potential
that body movements represent for accurate emotion detection and highlights
how inexpensive, less privacy-invasive, device-free RF sensing methods could be
used in this connection. Among the applications identiﬁed are tracking of environment and of crowds’ behavior in real time, assisted living, health-monitoring
services, and control of domestic appliances. In the concluding portion of the
chapter, a proposal is articulated – for RF-based device-unencumbered recognition for emotion detection based on body movements – that served as the
null hypothesis in our further research. Also, I address the requirement of
overcoming certain challenges associated with the proposed technology, such as
accuracy issues, if it is to outperform classical methods.

Figure 1.1. Sensing emotions from body movements by using RF signals.

1.2.2

The Implementation of RFexpress

Chapter 5 presents the next step, wherein design and implementation were
performed to test the null hypothesis proposed in Chapter 3. We considered a
simple scenario of distinguishing between two highly separable behaviors, representing neutral and agitated state, in realistic environments. Our preliminary
experiments were conducted in a car in which the subjects performed the act of
driving in both a neutral and an agitated state. In a setup we denoted as RFexpress (shown in Figure 1.2), the data were collected by means of software-deﬁned
radios (SDRs), and the information on received signal strength was processed,
with training then performed for distinguishing between these two states. We
went on to test the physical factors that affect the sensing capability represented
by wireless signals in various environments: we measured radio characteristics
in different environments on different days and different times of day, and we
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examined the impact of variations in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) on the accuracy
of device-free activity recognition of emotions and activities. In a ﬁve-subject
case study, we then determined the critical SNR values, below which the activity
and emotion recognition results were no longer reliable. The system proved
able to detect, in particular, risky driving behavior in a vehicular setting while
also identifying angry conversations in an indoor environment. In case studies
with eight and ﬁve subjects, the system was able to achieve recognition accuracy
of 82.9% and 64%, respectively. The effectiveness of device-free emotion- and
activity-recognition systems was examined in such real-world environments as
cafes, shopping malls, outdoor areas, and ofﬁce spaces.

Figure 1.2. The RFexpress design.

1.2.3

The WiBot Implementation

With RFexpress, we analyzed the data at higher level, not considering detection
of individual activities, body movements, and gestures. The latter was our next
step, which was carried out in awareness also of the importance of testing and
verifying our null hypothesis with off-the-shelf wireless devices. We recognized
an additional need to exploit extended physical characteristics of wireless signals,
speciﬁcally the phase, with has great importance for movement detection. Thus,
our proposed system WiBot emerged. This is thoroughly explained in Chapter 6
and illustrated just below, in Figure 1.3. It takes advantage of recent advances
in vehicular technology that have entailed deploying integrated wireless devices
such as WiFi access points or Bluetooth in vehicles at an increasingly dense
scale. These vehicular network edge devices, while enabling in-car wireless
connectivity and infotainment services, can be exploited also as sensors to
improve environment- and behavior-awareness that, in turn, could lead to
better and more personalized feedback to the driver and improve road safety.
WiBot, constituting a network-edge-based system of behavior recognition and a
gesture-based personal assistant for cars. utilizes the vehicular network edge to
detect distracted behavior on the basis of unusual head-turn motions and arm
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movements in driving situations via real-time monitoring of radio frequency
ﬂuctuation patterns. Additionally, WiBot can recognize known gestures produced
by natural arm movements during driving and take such gestures as input to car–
human interaction. A key element of WiBot’s design is an impulsive windowing
approach that allows the start and end of gestures to be accurately identiﬁed
in a continuous stream of data. We validated the system in a realistic driving
environment by conducting a non-choreographed continuous-recognition study
with 40 participants at BMW Group’s center for research, new technologies, and
innovation. Combining impulsive windowing with a unique selection of features
from peak and subcarrier analysis of RF CSI phase details, the system was able
to achieve 94.5% accuracy for head vs. arm movement separation. Furthermore,
we could conﬁdently differentiate between relevant gestures and “random” arm
and head movements, head-turning actions, and idle movement with 90.5%
accuracy.

Figure 1.3. A depiction of WiBot’s end-to-end computation and latency at the edge and extension
to the cloud.

1.2.4

A Wireless Multi-Frequency Feature Set to Simplify Estimation
of Human 3D Poses

Chapter 7 presents a multi-frequency feature set that demonstrates utility in
detection of a driver’s 3D head and torso movements from body-movement-based
ﬂuctuations in the RF channel (see Figure 1.4). The features used for movement
detection are based on time of ﬂight (TOF), received signal strength, and channel
state information, which are accompanied by the limitations of coarse tracking,
sensitivity to multipath effects, and the need to cope with corrupted phase data,
respectively. There is no standalone feature set that affords accurately detecting
small and large movements at the same time while simultaneously determining
direction in 3D space. We resolved this problem by using two radio signals, with
a large distance between their frequencies, in a monostatic conﬁguration. By
combining information about displacement, velocity, and direction of movements
derived from the Doppler effect at each frequency, we expanded the number of
features that could be addressed. We were able to isolate pitch, roll, and yaw
movements of the head relative to the torso and arms. The feature set extracted
was used to train a k-nearest neighbor classiﬁcation algorithm, which could give
cars behavioral awareness while remaining less invasive than camera-based
systems. Results from training on data from four participants revealed that the
classiﬁcation accuracy at 1.8 GHz is 77.4% and at 30 GHz is 87.4%, and the
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Figure 1.4. Detection of pitch movement for the human torso via a multi-frequency feature set.

multi-frequency feature set was found to improve the accuracy level to 92%.

1.3

Discussion

The thesis project focused on exploiting radio-based techniques for behavior
sensing in cars: prediction of a driver’s behavior on the basis of detection of
complex 3D upper-body movements in the driving situation. To present how
the results were achieved, I begin with a review of all other sensing modalities,
with their respective abilities and limitations, and then describe solutions that
overcome the fundamental limitations while still being viable for real-world
scenarios.
Narrowing the focus to in-car scenarios aided in addressing certain complicated
aspects of the problems dealt with. However, the technology and solutions we
developed are not restricted to any one scenario; they are feasible for numerous
real-world applications. For instance, Chapter 7 describes detection of complex
3D head and torso movements for the in-car environment. The solution is fully
applicable for any static indoor environment where a person is seated (e.g., an
ofﬁce setting) and expected to move in a normal manner.
To demonstrate the contributions from the simple to the most complex 3D body
movements’ detection, I have structured the thesis to reﬂect how the research
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work adapted and progressed accordingly.
I begin with background on the contributions from various domains toward
understanding and detecting behavior. These are explained in Chapter 2. Then,
I articulate and specify the need for wireless behavior sensing, in Chapter 3.
Pre-existing RF-based methods of detection, with their strengths and limitations,
are described in Chapter 4.
Chapters 5, 6, and 7 present our major contributions in this ﬁeld, as outlined
above. Chapter 5 outlines the methodology and solution for detecting the overall
body movements and their correlation with human behavior, utilizing SDRs and
WiFi technology. In Chapter 6, the algorithms for behavior recognition from
ﬁne-grained body movements’ detection is described, along with our method of
utilizing low-cost WLAN cards and channel state information. Finally, Chapter 7
introduces the multi-frequency approach developed in the end to reach our
ultimate goal of complex 3D body movements’ detection, utilizing two widely
separated frequencies.
My ﬁnal chapter, Chapter 8, discusses the potential and possibilities for future
work. This lays out the motivation for people in related ﬁelds to carry this
research forward.
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2. Behavior- and Emotion-sensing:
Related Work

Emotion is known to have direct inﬂuence on humans’ thinking capacity, decisionmaking, actions, well-being, relations, and physical and mental health. It is an
area extensively studied by scientists (e.g., behavioral neuro-scientists), yet no
consensus has been reached on a single deﬁnition or concept behind the word
“emotion.” It might be deﬁned as, for instance, “sudden trouble, transient agitation caused by an acute experience of fear, surprise, joy, etc.” (per the Larousse
Dictionary of 1990) or a “mental feeling or affection (e.g. pain, desire, hope, etc.)
as distinct from cognition or volition” (see the Oxford English Dictionary, 1987).
In another view, “[a]n emotion is the projection/display of a feeling. Unlike
feelings, the display of emotion can be either genuine or feigned” [22].
Human behavior is the response of individuals or groups of humans to internal
and external stimuli. It refers to the array of all physical actions and observable
emotions associated with individuals, as well as the human race. While speciﬁc
traits of one’s personality and temperament may be fairly consistent, other
behaviors change as one moves from birth to late adulthood.
Behavior and emotions are closely linked with each other. There are two main
theories [17] that explain the direct and indirect relationship between emotion
and behavior. The ﬁrst of these states that emotion directly causes behavior.
For example, a person may perform some negative actions because of feeling
angry. According to the other theory, emotion is a conscious outcome of a certain
behavior, which means that people choose to perform actions by anticipating the
emotion that might result from them. This chapter reviews the methods used
for detection of emotion in its effects on behaviors, whether directly or indirectly,
and listing the challenges involved with each of them. This survey helped us pin
down the target emotion or behavior to be detected with acceptable accuracy by
means of RF sensing technology.

2.1

Methods of Emotion Recognition

Inferring human emotions has been a core issue attracting attention from
researchers in diverse domains – biology, psychology, study of neural networks,
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human–computer interaction, linguistics, and several others. The most popular
methods applied to extract information on emotion are based on features such
as visual elements (e.g., facial expressions or gestures), audio (speech), textual
matter, physiological components (heart rate, breathing rate, etc.), use of input
devices (keyboard, mouse, and others), body movements, and multimodal input
(a combination of several features) [62]. The emotions most commonly considered
in these are sadness, happiness, anger, fear, surprise, and disgust [55], and the
main research steps are typically data-gathering, feature classiﬁcation, and
training of the system [62]. This chapter discusses the most popular ways
of detecting emotion and recognizing behavior, with emphasis on the latest
research.

2.1.1

Facial Expressions

According to de Gelder and Hortensius, 95% of the emotion recognition conducted
thus far has taken facial expressions as its stimuli [31]. Of late, it has been
used mainly for diagnosing and studying various mental disorders, such as
Parkinson’s disease [14] and euthymia in bipolar disorder [71]. Results [14] have
revealed that Parkinson’s patients display a facial emotion recognition disorder;
that is, there is signiﬁcant impairment to their recognition of negative emotions
such as anger, fear, and disgust. Martino et al. [71] have compared patients
with euthymic bipolar I or bipolar II disorder to healthy individuals with normal
control over their social perception. The authors discovered that patients with
either disorder are weak at recognizing a fearful facial expression in comparison
to healthy individuals.
Examining the effect of human mood on the information processing involved
in facial emotion recognition, Schmid et al. [95] claimed that a sad mood tends
to hinder that emotion recognition. Their study involved tracking the eye movement of participants with either a happy or a sad mood while they addressed
an emotion-recognition query. Happy subjects manifested global processing
(integration of details) while the others, with a sad mood, showed boosting of
local processing (a focus on details of individual parts). In 2012, Sandbach et
al. [91] wrote that research in the facial-expression domain utilizes mostly 2D
imagery; however, 3D and 4D imagery are entering use to overcome the 2D
imagery’s problems with illumination and inherent pose. In their review of
literature on developments in 3D and 4D data-capture techniques and the methods and challenges involved in them, the authors identiﬁed only four publicly
available databases of dynamic 3D facial samples for facial-expression analysis.
Moreover, the work as of the time of writing was based on databases covering
only seven forced expressions that are uncommon in day-to-day life. The 3D
tracking algorithms were found to be computationally intensive and difﬁcult to
manage with huge datasets. While 3D technology has advanced signiﬁcantly, a
large amount of further development is required.
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2.1.2

Speech

Systems for emotion recognition from speech aid in adapting computer systems’ responses to the emotion detected in the human voice. This requires a
system that can understand the emotion in speech. Koolagudi and Rao [63]
performed a literature-based survey covering 32 speech databases, taking into
account language, number of participants, emotions, and the objectives for the
collection. Highlighting the main applications of speech-based emotion recognition. they cited cars’ on-board systems to guarantee driver safety by providing
information on mental state, call-center and mobile-communication systems,
automatic translation systems, and diagnostic tools [13]. Researchers have also
identiﬁed two major concerns plaguing work on systems for speech-based emotion recognition: a lack of standard speech corpora for comparison of methods’
emotion-recognition performance and the research on most of the approaches
being restricted to 6–7 emotions [96]. Furthermore, these systems are dependent
on region and on the language of the speaker. Appropriate feature selection,
robustness in real-time use, and dealing with noisy speech are among the other
challenges involved in emotion’ recognition from speech [63].

2.1.3

Textual Input

Web-based social-media services such as Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram
are the latest means of socializing and expressing emotion through textual
messages. These online services’ freely available rich text-format information is
often used as a source in work on emotion sensing. One example is an emotionrecognition system that researchers created by compiling a huge database of
emotion hashtags, unigrams, and part-of-speech information from ﬁve million
Tweets [118]. They extracted a comprehensive set of relevant features from the
data and thus improved the efﬁciency of machine-learning algorithms. Emotions
such as love, anger, fear, thankfulness, surprise, and joy were detected from
appropriate hashtags, with the training dataset producing up to 65.7% accuracy
in recognizing the correct emotion. Paltoglou and Thelwall [78] proposed an
autonomous perceptive algorithm that computes the level of emotional intensity
in textual content from social media and thereby aids in prediction. They
claimed to have developed a robust approach, involving unsupervised lexiconbased methods, that outperforms classical machine-learning solutions (supportvector machines (SVMs), Naive Bayes classiﬁers, and maximum entropy). This
approach is applicable in measurement of polarity (positive vs. negative content)
and in classiﬁcation of subjectivity (subjective vs. objective text). In polarity
measurement, the lexical approach showed a performance level of 76% while
that of the best machine-learning algorithm, the SVM approach, was 72.7%. In
subjectivity classiﬁcation, it displayed 77% accuracy while the SVM, again the
most reliable alternative approach, had 71.9% accuracy.
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2.1.4

Keystroke Dynamics and Mouse Movements

Emotion has been analyzed also from keystroke dynamics and mouse movement.
These biometric features are already used in efforts at system security and
for intruder detection, and recording them does not require special hardware.
The features tracked in the keystroke-based method include typing speed, time
between keystrokes, and the frequency of pressing a particular key. The approach based on mouse movement involves analyzing characteristics such as
the number of clicks, movement direction, and speed. Accuracy of up to 93% has
been achieved for six emotional states (anger, fear, happiness, surprise, neutral
state, and sadness) when the technique combined the distance measurements
with data on time between keystrokes [69]. These methods require extremely
sensitive data collection, to control risks connected with factors such as induced
emotions, stability over time, and individual-speciﬁc response to stress (e.g., fast
typing connected with a state of stress and pauses during typing) [62].

2.1.5

Physiological Signals

Physiological signals such as breathing rate, blood ﬂow, and skin conductance
are strong indicators of human emotions and are not susceptible to intentional
induction or emotion masking, since they cannot be controlled by humans. The
signal detection, on the other hand, requires extensive human involvement: the
user is burdened with possibly uncomfortable bio-sensors [124]. Another signal
type was used by Chanel et al., who proposed using emotions as detected from
electroencephalogram signals in adjusting the difﬁculty of a game. Their results
indeed showed that emotions vary with a game’s level of difﬁculty [25].

2.1.6

Multimodal Features

For development of more extensive and reliable emotion-recognition systems,
features of several types (audio, video, body gestures, and physiological signals)
are combined into a multifaceted dataset leading to a multimodal emotion
recognition system. One proposed approach [103] involves examining tagging in
connection with recognition of emotions from responses to video content. Studies
have proven that combining modalities signiﬁcantly increases robustness and
improves the system’s accuracy by as much as 5% [21]. Multimodal fusion of
physiological signals and facial expressions (such as gaze distance and pupillary
response) has shown promising results relative to individual-feature-based
systems.

2.1.7

Body Movements

Modalities such as facial expression and speech have gained a special place in
the domain of emotion-recognition research, whereas body movements are un-
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derestimated in their expressiveness as input for detecting human emotions [29].
Nonetheless, the reliability and low cost of body-sensing technologies have led
to body movements having become a popular source of data for feedback on
emotion in recent years. These movements reﬂect the changes in an individual’s
affective state [20, 26], and their use is more appropriate than that of facial
expressions for meeting requirements such as the following:
1. Recognition at greater distances [31]
2. Discrimination of strong emotions (positive vs. negative) [12]
3. Detection only of emotions that cannot be socially edited (humans are less
aware of their body than their face)
In particular, fear and deception are better detected from body than facial expressions in various situations [31]. It is easier to distinguish between anger
and fear or between happiness and fear from body movements than from the
face. Also, facial expressions are affected by culture and gender, whereas body
expressions do not show difference in practice. Also, body movements are deﬁnitely more suitable for crowd scenarios as compared to facial expressions. Karg
et al. categorized body movements into four types – communicative, functional,
artistic, and abstract – and explained the use of these in detection of emotion
(see Table 2.1). Recently, Kleinsmith and Bianchi-Berthouze [61] performed a
survey of body movements as an affective communication modality, speciﬁcally
for the detection of deception. Their work highlighted the challenges involved
in the technologies applied in collection of data, labeling, and modeling with
regard to automatic emotion-recognition systems. Ubiquitous computing has
made combining of features more convenient, giving body expressions a crucial
role. Interactive computer platforms, such as the Nintendo Wii and Microsoft
Kinect, are typical applications in which body movements are directly used for
control, thereby providing a means for measuring emotional behavior and for
cognitive analysis [61]. The application areas extend much further, though – to
health care, security, education, and law enforcement.
Emotions such as happiness, sadness, anger, neutrality, and fear can be sensed
from discrete body movements. A rapid and jerky pattern in human movement
could indicate anger while slow motions may betray sadness. Kar et al. [55] performed a study on the computation models being used for automatic recognition
by focusing on two characteristics: representation of movement in space and
time and representation of emotions. They found the studies to differ mainly
in the sensory devices used for recording, the movements chosen, the emotions
detected, types of expression (e.g., posing or natural), feature selection, and the
choice of classiﬁcation algorithm [55]. Table 2.2 presents the studies that have
used various body movements for detecting emotions, of various sorts, and their
accuracy. These accuracies differ with the classiﬁcation algorithm selected, the
number of emotion categories to be detected, and how individual-speciﬁc the
training of the classiﬁer is.
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Table 2.1. Emotion detection: Categories of body movements [55, 54, 45, 74, 133].

Movement
category

Examples

Communicative

Gestures
(nodding,
shrug
of
shoulders,
hand movements)

Functional

Walking
speed, shoulder/elbow
intensity
during walking, range
of
motion,
knocking

Artistic

Abstract

2.2

Anger

Sadness

Happiness

Closed,
contracted
body

Hands on
waist

Fingers
tapping
on table

Hands
clenched
into ﬁsts,
hands
kept high/raised

Running

Knocking
intensity

Reduced
walking
speed,
vertical
head
movements

Fast, open
body movements

ChoreoMuscle
graphed
tension
or
nonchoreographic
dancing

Tempo or
direction
changes
to
the
torso

Duration
of leaning
forward

Frequency
of
arm
motions

Lifting
arms

Fast and
forceful
arm movements

Slow
and
weak
movements

Indirect
arm trajectory

the

Fear

Backing
up, covering body
parts

RF’s Applicability to Overcome Existing Challenges

As the discussion above attests, body movements and human activity constitute reliable stimuli for emotion-recognition systems: they represent humans’
intention, attention, and emotion well. Since most of the wireless communication devices that are a common sight in today’s environment come with an RF
interface of some kind, it became clear that emotions may be sensed through
utilizing this ubiquitous interface and detecting body movements accordingly.
The potential of RF data in sentiment- and behavior-sensing systems represents
a new direction in the domain of RF-based recognition. Most of the work mentioned above has relied on tying humans to sensor devices that track movements
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Table 2.2. Emotion detection using body movements [55].

Study

Amelynck
al. [10]

Body
movement
et

Arm
ments

move-

Emotions

Accuracy

Pleasure, arousal

Pleasure
R = 0.37,
arousal
R = 0.73

D’Mello
and
Graesser [34]

Sitting position

Boredom, confusion, delight, ﬂow, frustration

39%

Kessous
al. [57]

et

Gestures, body
movements

Anger, pleasure, despair, joy, pride, sadness,
interest

67%

Samadaniet et
al. [90]

Full-body movements

Anger, sadness, happiness, fear

54%

Savva et al. [94]

Full body movements

Anger, fear, happiness,
frustration, concentration, sadness, boredom,
relief

55%

or depended on instruments such as cameras, gyroscopes, and accelerometers.
These technologies are reliable, fast, and accurate, yet they are bundled with
extremely high installation costs, privacy issues, and waste of energy [117].

2.3

Discussion

This chapter has presented the reliable methods already deployed for behaviorand emotion-sensing systems, highlighting their shortcomings and the need for
more convenient, very robust, and less intrusive technology. With this background on research into various modalities for behavior prediction, one can infer
that body movements offer potential utility in wireless sensing as a predictor of
behavior. The primary reason for this is that the methods applied in wireless
sensing at this stage have been shown to detect high-level activities well. This
gave us conﬁdence in our hypothesis and encouraged us to take the next step.
However, that step demands fundamental knowledge of wireless sensing. Accordingly, for the reader to understand the wireless sensing part of our hypothesis,
the next chapter lays out the central principles of wireless technology. I also
present the prior work in that ﬁeld that provided the motivation to extend it to
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behavior sensing.
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3. The Principles of Wireless Sensing
Technology

To understand the concept of wireless sensing, one must be familiar with the
fundamentals of wireless technology and the function of a decades-old technique:
radar. Wireless/RF signals are electromagnetic waves that travel through the air
at ranges between 3 kHz and 300 GHz. Radar, developed primarily for military
operation during World War II, operates at these frequencies to detect object and
determine their range, velocity, and orientation [102]. The instrument radiates
electromagnetic energy and detects the presence and characteristics of the echoes
received from reﬂective objects or targets. By ﬁnding correlations between the
signal transmitted and that returned, one can estimate the characteristics and
kinematic behavior of the target. Collecting and processing radar data over time
enables reﬁnement of the initial estimates of the characteristics, to predict the
future behavior of the target. Among the more traditional applications of radar
are detection and navigation of ships and aircraft [19]. Furthermore, it has been
used as a fundamental tool for remote sensing of the environment. The principal
challenge for radar systems is how to detect the targets of interest accurately,
along with their position and physical characteristics, amid interference from
“clutter” returned and noise in the outdoor environment.
In the early 2000s, the notion of applying radar functionality for indoor environments, to detect and estimate characteristics of humans, started getting
attention. In this case, the target is the human, and the characteristics to be
determined are the human’s motions and activities. In contrast to an outdoor
environment’s clutter, the challenge here lies in the multipath reﬂections [47],
with the impact of human actions on the signal characteristics needing to be
separated from impacts due to other objects. This technology, known as wireless
sensing or device-free activity recognition, has seen tremendous progress of late.
This domain holds potential for accurate tracking and estimation of human
presence, movements, activities, and gestures, all without requiring people to
wear any devices [113]. The ubiquitous nature of wireless signals – they are
around us, in the form of WiFi, 3G/4G, FM, or television signals – has rendered
them not only the most reliable communication medium but also a candidate for
sensing of humans.
Humans in a wireless-network environment reﬂect the signals in a predictable
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manner, as particular movements generate repeatable patterns in the signal,
thereby providing information about their state [93]. These patterns can be
identiﬁed via careful analysis of the signals and measurement those of their
characteristics or parameters most affected by the movements. Alongside the
advantage that the wireless networks already existing around us mean that
we do not need additional hardware deployment for wireless sensing (in sharp
contrast to video-camera-based sensing and use of wearable devices), wireless
sensing is not affected by luminosity and smoke. This beneﬁt makes it all the
more ideal for pervasive sensing applications. Applications of wireless sensing range from providing medical assistance and improving human–computer
interaction to applying tracking to address hazardous situations and security
concerns. Augmenting traditional wireless networks via sensing capability [7],
could entail evolution toward cognitive wireless networks and helping retrieve
contextual information about humans in their surroundings. The ultimate goal
for wireless sensing is to improve human lives through autonomous learning of
everyday behavior, in a less intrusive way.
We begin our discussion by explaining the fundamental RF measurement setup
and what is required if we are to obtain meaningful information. After this, we
will consider the channel interference arising from human movements. With the
groundwork thus laid for presenting the architecture of wireless sensing related
to human movements’ and activities’ detection, those are considered next, along
with the challenges that provided us with further avenues for our research and
enhancement of this technology. Note that the concepts of wireless signals and
RF signals are used interchangeably in the sections below.

3.1

Fundamentals of the RF Measurement Setup

In this section we thoroughly discuss the fundamental RF measurement setup
and its requirements to obtain meaningful information which can be used for
wireless sensing.

3.1.1

The Radio Propagation Channel

RF sensing methods use one or more transmitter–receiver pairs to transmit a
radio signal at one end and receive at the other end. These techniques measure
the radio channel properties and analyze the changes that arise in the signal
properties on account of human activities and movements. There are several intrinsic parameters or modalities of channel characteristics that can be examined
for changes, among them channel impulse response (CIR) and received signal
strength. We address the former ﬁrst. It is deﬁned as the response to a pulse
of inﬁnitely short duration and low energy, known as a Dirac pulse. The entire
radio propagation channel is modeled in terms of a time-varying linear ﬁlter [47]
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with an impulse response thus:
h(t, τ) =

N(t)


α i (t)δ (τ − τ i (t)) e jθ i (t)

(3.1)

i =1

where N(t) is the sum of multipath components, α i (t) denotes amplitude, τ i (t)
is time-delay and θ i (t) phase of the ith component. where N(t) is the sum of
multipath components, α i (t) denotes amplitude, τ i (t) is the time delay, and θ i (t)
is the phase of the ith component. Here, δ(·) denotes the Dirac impulse function.
Resolving multipath components for use in a CIR-based model is possible for only
wideband devices with stronger multipath components; narrowband devices, in
contrast, capture the signal magnitude and phase as a whole. In the multipath
component model, the complex amplitude of the ith component is denoted as Vi =
|α i (t)| e j(θ i (t)+2πτi (t)) ; then, at the narrowband receiver, the measured complex
baseband voltage is deﬁned as [36].
Vtot (t) =

N(t)


Vi (t)

(3.2)

i =1

By and large, RF sensing methods use magnitude measurement for judging
received signal strength on logarithmic scale, given by
R dB (t) = 20 log10 |Vtot (t)|

(3.3)

The noise during propagation introduces distortions, so the transceiver computes the quantized measurement of R dB , known as the received signal strength
indicator (RSSI), obtained from
r̃(k) = R dB (k) + e(k)

(3.4)

which represents measurement noise e(k) via a zero-mean Gaussian model with
variance σ2e under static conditions t = T s · k, in which T s denotes the sampling
interval and k = [0, 1, 2, . . .] [129]. While CIR provides the most comprehensive
information about the radio propagation channel, it necessitates dedicated
hardware. Measuring received signal strength, on the other hand, provides only
high-level information but is readily afforded by most wireless devices. Other,
relatively unexplored parameters are discussed in Subsection 3.2.1.

3.1.2

The Importance of the Data Sampling

The number of data samples transmitted over the radio channel per second
greatly affects the human movement information captured. For accurate capture
of the inﬂuence of human movements, the sampling rate must be greater than
the bandwidth dictated by the coherence time of the channel (the coherence
time is deﬁned as the interval for which the CIR is considered to be invariant).
Such channel variations are signiﬁcant because of Doppler spread in radio
communication channels [86]. Coherence time, T c , is the time-domain dual of
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Doppler spread and is dependent on the Doppler spread because of the human
movements. The relationship between maximum Doppler spread f m (expressed
in hertz) and coherence time T c of the channel for a moving object with velocity
v, is given by
v
3
f m = , TC ≈ 
(3.5)
λ
4 π fm
where λ is the wavelength of the communication system. This equation implies
that the channel must be sampled approximately every 1/2 T c to satisfy the
Nyquist criterion, or at least every T c when the channel is assumed to be
stationary over this interval.

3.1.3

Propagation Channel Changes Due to Human Movements

Wireless sensing exploits multipath propagation, with includes reﬂection, diffraction, and scattering due to objects such as furniture and walls indoors [47].
Movements of the human body, which is composed of mostly water, can create
reﬂections and hence have a noticeable impact on propagating wireless or RF
signals. The fading and Doppler shift introduced, even with WiFi, provides
valuable information about the human activities. Since the wireless signals
comprise extremely complex propagation elements, difﬁculties surround efforts
to develop an ideal mathematical model.
Human body movements can affect the multipath radio channel measurements in two ways [79]. One of these is scattering, creation of a new multipath
component [76]. The second is by altering an existing multipath component, in
which the path travels close to the human and leads to changes in amplitude
and phase [79].

3.2

Device-Free Sensing

In essence, an end-to-end wireless sensing system is composed of four main
modules: modules for RF data’s collection and pre-processing, subsequent feature
extraction, human state classiﬁcation, and prediction. I will now describe each
of these modules in detail.

3.2.1

The RF Data Collection Module

The ﬁrst step in a typical wireless system is capturing the signal data in the
form of intrinsic parameters’ measurement. Some of the well-known parameters
are discussed below.

RSSI:
RSSI represents the variations in the amplitude of the base signal that are
caused by human body movements [2, 5, 80, 101, 115, 116, 131]. The source of
information in R dB (t) as derived from received signal strength is magnitude.
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Figure 3.1. Modular architecture of 3D head movements’ detection via wireless signals.

Received signal strength is the most easily measured parameter. It is within
the reach of mainstream wireless technologies such as Bluetooth, FM, 3G/4G,
WiFi, broadcast television, and Zigbee. Although the RSSI is easy to obtain, it is
extremely noisy and has low granularity.

Phase:
Phase measurements can be derived from the phase and magnitude information
of Vtot (t). Phase information has proven to be more predictable, resilient, and
sensitive to human movements as compared to RSSI [67]; however, the most
critical part of phase measurement is synchronization between the transmitter
and receiver, without which the phase information is unusable or meaningless.
CSI:
Channel state information lets us estimate the channel characteristics or properties of a communication link (the theory of CSI is further discussed in Chapter 6).
It can be considered a combination of RSSI and phase information from multiple
channels. Thanks to its resilience to noise and its high sensitivity to human interference, it enables extending the sensing capability to ﬁnd micro-movements
or minute gestures. For wireless systems, CSI data can be measured via orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation. The CSI provides
information about the amplitude and also the phase over multiple channels.
This information captures ﬁne-grained human activities very well; however, a
highly critical factor remains. While one is obtaining CSI information, phase
synchronization between transmitter and receiver is vital. Again, the phase
information is useless in the absence of this. Under current WiFi standards
(IEEE 802.11 a/g/n), OFDM is widely used. With OFDM, the wireless transmission of data takes place over multiple orthogonal subcarriers. These subcarriers
are a result of spectrum partitioning applied with OFDM. The frequency selective fading is mitigated by means of the same modulation and coding scheme
(MCS) [137]. Relative to RSSI, CSI provides subcarrier-level amplitude data
as well as phase information for the OFDM channel. Therefore, it tends to be
a more informative and stable representation of channel characteristics than
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RSSI is. Network interface cards (NICs) for WLAN use capture the channel
state information for every frame, for decoding the payload. The fundamental
relationship to represent the traditional transmitted–received signal in a multipath environment is given by equation 3.6. The input X ( f , t) and output radio
signal in frequency domain, with carrier frequency f and time t are related by
a complex-valued channel frequency response function (CFR), H( f , t), which
models the channel. The basis of CFR relies on the fact that the received signal
contains channel noise information, which is captured in the H( f , t).
In WiFi NICs, the CFR values are reported in the form of CSI measurements [119]. If NT x is the number of transmitter antennas, NR x is that of
receiver antennas, and S is the number of OFDM subcarriers, then for one
WiFi frame, every single CSI measurement contains ﬁve matrices of dimensions
NT x ∗ NR x . In our case, NT x = 2 and NR x = 3, for S = 30 (from the CSI Tool for
Linux [46]). For an OFDM subcarrier of a single received WiFi frame, the entries
in the CSI matrix are CFR values between TX/RX antenna pair.
Y ( f , t) = X ( f , t).H( f , t)

(3.6)

Time of Flight:
The TOF parameter is deﬁned to represent the amount of time it takes for
a signal to travel from the transmitter to the reﬂecting body and then to the
receiver. One simple way to estimate TOF is to measure the delay between the
pulse transmitted and its received echo. Time of ﬂight is robust to environmental
noise and could assist in accurate activity detection, but it requires sampling
at sub-nanosecond intervals and synchronization between the transmitter and
receiver [114].
Angle of Arrival:
Angle of arrival (AOA) is the elevation and azimuth of the signals incident
to the antenna array. With wireless devices operating with multiple-input,
multiple-output (MIMO) technique, using multiple antennas, measuring the
AOA parameter is rendered more feasible. This parameter characterizes the
signal from a spatial perspective, thus providing richer information about the
movements [113].
All the aforementioned parameters used in data collection are affected by
various sources of noise to at least some extent. Hence, raw measurements in
real-world scenarios need some pre-processing, to improve the signal quality
and, thereby, the activity detection. The pre-processing steps are described in
the next section.
3.2.2

The Data Pre-processing Module

After the collection of data, the signal quality and capture capability are improved by ﬁltering out the noise and irrelevant information with the aid of
signal-processing techniques.
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Outliers can be introduced in the signal by defective hardware or noise in the
environment. These can be removed by means of a moving-average Hampel
ﬁlter [30]; however, this ﬁltering may decrease the sensing capability if there
is no Gaussian noise in the signal or if the human movement creates highfrequency patterns. It is critical to choose the appropriate ﬁlter, to avoid removal
of useful information.
Out-of-band interference is irrelevant information received in the data collected. For instance, a breathing-detection wireless system needs to analyze
the frequencies below 1 Hz, and all the other frequencies captured in the signal
are hence irrelevant and must be removed for detection of periodic breathing
changes. Bandpass ﬁlters are used in such cases [67]. They can be applied
also in detection of larger motions, such as isolation of falling down and similar
motions [112].
Redundancies in the signal can be observed in CSI measurements obtained
from noise-sensitive off-the-shelf WLAN cards. These arise from their internal
state transitions, such as changes in power level, rate of transmission, and
CSI reference level. Some researchers have employed principal component
analysis [119] to remove redundancies from CSI data. They have claimed that
the redundancy is conﬁned to the ﬁrst principal component while the activity
information is preserved in the rest of the components. Nonetheless, more work
must be done to answer such questions as “what if redundancy appears in other
components too?” and to enable choosing the best component, the one that
preserves most of the activity information.

3.2.3

The Feature-Extraction Module

After pre-processing of the raw signal to preserve the activity information and
eliminate the irrelevant noise, the next step is to identify and extract the features
that discriminate and best represent the speciﬁed set of activities. They can
be divided into categories such as time, frequency, and multi-domain features,
which we will now consider by domain.

Time-Domain Features:
The time-domain features are the statistical parameters calculated directly from
the base signal, such as mean, variance, peaks, high-order statistics, correlation,
and distribution. The choice of features depends greatly on the type of activities
one wishes to detect with the system. For instance, if we want to detect very
high-level, coarse-grained state or the location of a human, we can calculate
simple statistical parameters such as a mean or standard deviation. However,
to distinguish between particular activities, one has to delve more deeply into
the high-order statistics or distributing, if the system is to achieve acceptable
results.
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Frequency-Domain Features:
With advances in methods of sensing humans, the time-domain features are
no longer sufﬁcient for meeting the detection needs, which involve ﬁne-grained
activities. Attention to other domains is needed. Frequency-domain features
are one example. With these, a time-domain feature is transformed into the
frequency domain by means of a fast Fourier transform (FFT). Doppler spread,
energy, entropy, and spectrum distribution are commonly used statistical features derived from frequency-domain signals. There are limitations, however.
For example, the FFT cannot capture the instantaneous frequency component
introduced by human movement and can only be applied to a stationary signal [70].
Multi-Domain Features:
For human-activity-related problems that require both time- and frequencydomain analysis for extraction of the information, one can utilize such timefrequency tools as the wavelet transform (WT) or short-time Fourier transform
(STFT). The wavelet transform provides for multi-scale time and frequency
analysis, enabling adjustable time and frequency resolution by allowing conversion of time-domain signals into frequency bands. The statistical features
are calculated for individual bands for extraction of multi-scale features. With
STFTs, windowing of the time-domain signal is performed, and each window
is transformed into the frequency domain. The instantaneous frequency is
captured by the backward overlap sliding coefﬁcient for each window [112, 132].
3.2.4

The Human State Classiﬁcation Module

There are two ways in which we can extract human state information from the
features thus extracted. The difference involves the algorithms, which may be
either model-based or machine-learning-based.

Model-based Approaches:
A model-based or rule-based approach builds a stable relationship between the
human activity or state and the extracted features. This is possible only if we
can characterize the impact of human movement on the captured signal by
means of a model. Model-based techniques such as regularization, geometric,
and compressive sensing methods are used for localization problems that have
been constructed as matrix inversion problem, spatial intersection problems, or
sparse representation problems [113, 114]. They have been used to solve binary
classiﬁcation problems, such as human presence vs. absence or determination
of whether or not there is activity [81]. Researchers such as Wang et al. [112]
and Zhang and colleagues [132] have used a standard deviation threshold to
distinguish falling down from non-falling motions. Model-based approaches are
simple and less computationally intensive, because no data training phase is
required. However, they cannot be applied for more complex human-activity-
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detection problems, since it is extremely challenging to build a model that
accurately characterizes human movements’ impact on the signals.

Machine-Learning-based Approaches:
Because of the aforementioned complicated impact of complex human movements and state on the signals, a straightforward model is not applicable in
most cases. Therefore, some researchers have taken a machine-learning-based
approach to solving their problems. Machine-learning methods involve applying
data-driven analysis tools that are able to ﬁnd, build on, and learn the relationships between the features and to predict the state for unknown data on the
basis of the knowledge obtained. Researchers have solved multi-class classiﬁcation problems via mainstream methods such as k-nearest neighbor (kNN)
classiﬁcation, support-vector machines, and hidden Markov models (HMMs)
that construct models of human activity. Below, we describe the methods used
in our research: kNN and SVMs.

K -Nearest Neighbor Classiﬁcation For some time, kNN has been widely used
for pattern recognition and statistical analysis. This is a simple classiﬁcation
algorithm that provides output in the form of class membership [9]. It stores
and is trained from training data of classes, and it predicts the classes for a
new set of data by means of similarity measurements or distance functions [51]
(such as Euclidean, Manhattan, or Chebyshev distance). The class of an object is
determined by the “voting majority” of its neighbors, and the object is assigned
the closest class with the most neighbors. In this approach, (k refers to the
number of neighbors. If the value of k is set to 1, the class assigned to the new
object is that of the nearest neighbor.
The Euclidean distance, deﬁned as the length of a straight line between two
points x i and yi in Euclidean space, is given by


 k


(x i − yi )2

(3.7)

i =1

The Manhattan distance, referred to also as rectilinear or city block distance [42], is computed by adding the horizontal and vertical distance between
grid points.
k


| x i − yi |

(3.8)

i =1

Finally, the Chebyshev distance, also known as chessboard distance [24], is the
measurement between two vectors or points x i and yi , with standard coordinates,
expressed as
(3.9)
max (| x i − yi |)
i

Support-Vector Machines An SVM is based on creating a hyperplane that
separates between classes. This is a discriminating or conditional classiﬁer and
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a supervised learning method that takes as input labeled training data of n
points provided as (x1 , y1 ) , . . . , (xn , yn ). The technique determines the optimal
hyperplane for categorizing into new classes. In the case of two-dimensional
space, where the yi values are either 1 or −1, the hyperplane is a single line
that divides the plane into two parts, splitting the data into two classes [28].
An SVM determines the hyperplane with maximal margin, separating the
points x i belonging to the class yi = 1 and the points for which yi = −1. It
maximizes the distance between the nearest point x i from either group and the
hyperplane.
There are two phases in machine learning: ofﬂine training and online classiﬁcation. In the ﬁrst phase, the data are labeled, separated into a training
and a test set, and re-scaled in preparation for training. Then, the machinelearning system is trained from the prepared data. This entails deﬁning and
optimizing the parameters applied in the method. In our case, in the online
classiﬁcation, the second phase, we provided the features extracted from signals
for new or unlabeled data as input, and the machine-learning system output
the estimated states or the probabilities thereof. Among examples of prior work
utilizing machine-learning-based approach are the aforementioned real-time
methods that use SVMs to detect falling down [112, 132], gesture and keystroke
recognition [8] applying a kNN algorithm, and multiple activity states’ detection
by means of HMMs [119]. Approaches that use machine learning can solve classiﬁcation problems involving even multiple, complex human activities, so long
as these can be isolated by means of the extracted features. The disadvantage is
that the necessary ofﬂine pre-processing and training work adds computational
complexity and requires sufﬁcient storage capacity for the training data.

3.3

Discussion

While the discussion above has outlined only the fundamental aspects of wireless
sensing, along with its principles of operation, this should provide the necessary background. The presentation of the architecture of a typical end-to-end
wireless system, which is composed of four modules (for data collection, data
pre-processing, feature extraction, and classiﬁcation of human state) characterizes the real-world systems developed in the thesis project. In these, the ﬁrst
module acquires the base signal in the form of parameters such as RSSI, CSI,
phase, AOA, and TOF details. In the pre-processing module, the unwanted environmental noise and interference is ﬁltered out via signal-processing techniques.
Then, in the feature-extraction module, those features are extracted from the
processed signal that can discriminate and best represent the activity/movement
states. Finally, classiﬁcation methods are used to build the relationships between the features and the states. These are the results from which the system
can eventually predict human states from data not previously encountered.
With the underlying architecture of the most widely utilized wireless sensing
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methods now clear to the reader, the discussion can turn to the most relevant
groundbreaking studies in the ﬁeld of human-activity and state recognition;
the challenges they address; and their shortcomings, the aspects that must be
attended to before this technology is suitable for practical deployment in the
real world.
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4. Related Work on Wireless Sensing
Technology

Human movements and activities have been extensively studied with computer vision, wearable-sensor-based systems, and ambient-device-based sensors [27, 59, 99]. Recent advances in infrared LED and depth camera systems
such as Microsoft Kinect [18, 104] have overcome limitations such as dependence
on illumination/darkness levels; however, there are still open issues, which the
future will require to be addressed. Among them are invasion of privacy, the
need for installing dedicated devices, an inherent requirement for line of sight,
encumbering the human user, and intensive computation for real-time processing. These limitations in the existing technologies mean that newer and better
methods have to be sought for movement detection. They have led to investigation of wireless sensing or device-free activity sensing as discussed in Chapter 3.
Activity recognition that makes use of wireless or RF signal ﬂuctuation has
been explored intensively in recent research. The studies demonstrate that
the electromagnetic signals ubiquitously generated by cellular systems, WiFi
installations, Bluetooth, and FM radio contain features that enable detail-level
human-activity and gesture recognition, without tying the user to wearable
sensor devices. This insight forms the core of device free sensing.
The key to developing a wireless sensing system is in ﬁnding methods or indicators that derive information about the environment from the wireless signals. In
demonstrating the potential of wireless behavior sensing from body movements,
the thesis project has a close connection with work on human-activity-related
and human-state-related methods, which we studied and evaluated to identify
the improvements necessary for rendering this technology applicable for behavior recognition. For ease of discussion, we group the research on wireless
sensing methods into three general categories: that on RSS-based methods,
on Time-of-ﬂight-based methods, on CSI-based methods, and on Doppler-based
methods. The most prominent and relevant work in these categories is described
below.
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4.1

RSS-based Methods

Received signal strength is the most readily measurable parameter from mainstream wireless technologies (Bluetooth, FM, 3G/4G, WiFi, broadcast television,
Zigbee, etc.). In its early phase, wireless sensing was exploited for indoor localization, and the ﬁrst method proposed leveraged RSSI [15], as described in
Chapter 3, as its primary parameter. For about a decade, scientists continued exploring RSSI mainly for localization purposes. Then, in 2013, a groundbreaking
work on human-activity recognition presented the use of RSSI for distinguishing
between active and stationary people [97]. Since then, RSSI has played a vital
role in a wide range of efforts to detect activity, gestures, motions, and vital
signs [2, 101, 115, 116, 131]. Although this parameter is easy to obtain, it is
an extremely noisy data source and has low granularity, so researchers have
devoted considerable effort to optimizing the signal-processing techniques of
Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) devices to extend the sensing capability and achieve accurate results. Abdelnasser et al. [2] presented a wireless
gesture-recognition technique to sense in-air hand gestures by measuring RSSI
values from a mobile device, and Sigg et al. [101] demonstrated distinguishing among an “empty” environment, someone lying down, walking, crawling,
and a person standing up, with high accuracy. In most RSSI-based wireless
sensing methods thus far, the device used has been a USRP/GNURadio unit
with appropriate daughter boards, which cannot be implemented in commercial
products. This is problematic in that received signal strength measurements
made by commercial products is considered to be an inconsistent predictor in a
cluttered environment, on account of multipath effects. Therefore, researchers
have shifted their attention toward measuring CSI, so as to obtain ﬁne-grained
channel information.
Our RSSI-based research described in Chapter 5 focused on the distinction
between people in a neutral and an agitated emotional state as represented by
RF ﬂuctuations at the wireless network edge in realistic environments. In a
contrast to prior methods, we did not deﬁne any particular set of movements
for our subjects to perform; rather, we collected data for a neutral state of
mind and then induced agitated behavior, collecting data for the latter too.
This work was centered on two real-world scenarios: detecting risky driving
behavior in a vehicular setting and spotting angry conversations in an indoor
environment. In addition, we studied the effectiveness of edge-based device
free emotion- and activity-recognition systems in environments such as cafes,
shopping centers, ofﬁces, and outdoor spaces. We measured radio characteristics
in these environments at various times, on several days, and analyzed the impact
of SNR variations on the accuracy of the device free sensing approach to emotion
and activity recognition.
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4.2

Time-of-ﬂight-based Methods

Adib et al. introduced the utilization of the concept of time-of-ﬂight measurement
in wireless sensing to solve problems such as; detecting the headcount of people
in a closed room and their relative locations, simple gestures made behind a wall,
combination of sequence of gestures to enable communication with a wireless
receiver, 3D movements of a large body part as well as breathing rate and heart
rate [5, 4, 3, 6].
In time-of-ﬂight-based methods, we measure the time it takes for a signal to
travel from a transmit antenna to the reﬂecting body, and then back to receive
antenna(s). A trivial method to estimate time-of-ﬂight is by transmitting a very
short pulse and measure the time-delay between the transmitted pulse and its
received echo. In order to achieve that, we require a sampling rate of sub-nano
second intervals from high speed analog–to–digital converters. This technique
comes with challenges of high power, cost and low resolution. An alternative approach, leveraged by Adib et.al, is Frequency-Modulated Carrier Waves (FMCW)
transmission to estimate the time-of-ﬂight and eliminate multipath effects. In
FMCW, a narrowband signal of a few KHz is transmitted with linearly changing
carrier frequency over time. To distance from a reﬂecting body is measured by
comparing the carrier frequency of the reﬂected signal to that of the transmitted
signal. Received reﬂected signal delays are translated into frequency shifts
in comparison to the transmitted wave. The frequency difference between the
transmitted signal and the received signal is translated into the time delay that
the signal incurred, thus time-of-ﬂight of that signal.
FMCW based time-of-ﬂight measurement has the capability to solve many
wireless sensing problems but requires building a specialized front-end for
transmission that operates as a daughterboard for the USRP software radio.
Furthermore, the detection is limited to coarse detection of gestures, 3D tracking of only one large body part and vital sign monitoring with very limited
movements.

4.3

CSI-based Methods

Halperin et al. [46] provided a tool to reveal the CSI information to user space
by utilizing an Intel 5300 NIC, implemented it, and made it freely available.
The other similar implementation to extract CSI information from NIC cards
is by [127], where they implement the CSI extraction tool using Atheros series WLAN cards. This source of workable measurements caused a stir among
scientists and served as a call to contribute to further advances in wireless
sensing with commercial WiFi devices. Since then, several high-granularity
contactless activity-recognition methods have emerged, including, WiHear [111],
E-eyes [121], WiFall [120], RT-Fall [112], gesture-recognition systems [72], approaches to indoor localization [64], crowd-sensing implementations [125], de-
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tection of smoking [136], direction-based exergames [82], and WiFi-based imaging [52]. Several of these are worthy of note. WiFall isolates fall movements from
other movements by identifying certain CSI amplitude patterns and applying
machine-learning techniques to learn them. The E-eyes system, in turn, analyzes the distribution of CSI amplitude for classiﬁcation of human activities in a
home environment. The report describes high correlation between the activities
performed and the locations of those activities. One particularly noteworthy
device-free location-oriented activity-detection system presented [122], utilizes
the signiﬁcant impact of RF interference on CSI vectors, and the CSI-based
human-activity-monitoring system referred to as CARM constitutes a remarkable contribution to CSI-based research, in which CSI amplitude variations
caused by humans are used in calculating the speed of movements [119]. The
researchers introduced a model to translate the amplitude variations into speed
information, and they took the work further by taking advantage of the fact that
movement speed varies with the activity performed. They found correlations
between the two; quantiﬁed the relationship; and thereby detected activities
such as walking, falling, and sitting, via an HMM. The Widance exergame [82]
utilizes CSI amplitude and phase for identifying the direction of repetitive leg
movements from the Doppler effect, and the Smoky [136] smoking-detection
system uses subcarrier-level information and image-processing techniques to
obtain the ﬁne-grained movement patterns required for distinguishing between
similar activities. The developers pre-deﬁned a set of actions that constitute
smoking as a composite activity: holding something, raising it, sucking, putting
it down, etc. Although the system does take the focus toward ﬁner granularity
of activities, the activity classes in the training are limited and do not take
into account all possible “random” movements. Finally, CSI from commercial
off-the-shelf (COTS) WiFi devices has been exploited for subtle movements’
detection, as manifested in gesture recognition [49], keystroke tracking [8], and
in-air drawing [106]. Noteworthy publications on these applications over the
past decade have taken the concept of wireless sensing further by improving
on the theoretical model and demonstrating key techniques and applications.
While they represent major breakthrough in this domain, there are heretofore
unresolved challenges, addressed in our hypothesis. For instance, from the
perspective of behavior detection, we wanted to test the potential of CSI data in
a real-world car-driving scenario, wherein the movements are not choreographed
or repetitive and in which movements of individual body parts (head, arm, and
torso movements) must be separated in order to be mapped to the relevant
behaviors. How we advanced the state of current research accordingly with
WiBot is explained in Chapter 6.
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4.4

Doppler-based Methods

Doppler-based methods measure the shift in radar frequencies caused by human
backscatter, known as the Doppler effect. The amount of change in the observed
frequency as the transmitter or the receiver moves closer to or further away from
the other of the two components is called the Doppler shift [80]. In the context
of sensing human activity, the human reﬂecting the signals can be imagined
as a virtual transmitter. A human radar signal exhibits particular Doppler
characteristics, depending on the type of movement. The primary advantage
of using Doppler radar is its resilience to environment clutter that results in
scattering of EM waves from furniture, the walls and ceiling, etc. Furthermore,
these systems are not sensitive to lighting conditions, and the non-stationary
nature of the mechanism allows discrimination between motion of animate and
inanimate objects through time-frequency analysis [98]. Falling down can be
distinguished from standing up, sitting down, and kneeling [68] by means of
Doppler radar. Radar is used also in pinpointing the location of humans in the
target area [11]. Features such as micro-Doppler signature and phase variations
have proven to be reliable in detection of large movements (e.g., with regard to
gait, running, and walking) [60]; for small rhythmic movements such as vital
signs [134]; and in gesture recognition [80]. The carrier frequency or two similar
frequencies [77] are chosen on the basis of the movement size of interest, large
vs. small. Existing Doppler-based approaches do not handle both separating
between large movements and small movements and considering their direction
with a single system. This points to a clear need to cater for natural-behavior
situations, such as the setting of a car, in which we must not only separate
these movements but also classify them. Use of multi-frequency features as
explained in Chapter 7 brings an effective feature set to determination of threedimensional movements.

4.5

Discussion

Above, we have outlined the current methods of wireless sensing and the techniques that have contributed to the advancement of this ﬁeld over the years,
which fall into the categories of RSS-based, CSI-based, and radar-based methods
adapted for sensing. Work taking raw RSSI from USRP devices to processed CSI
amplitude and phase for complex movements’ detection has brought remarkable strides in localization and in gesture, presence, fall, and motion detection.
Current methods do not address the physical limitations of RSSI in a realistic situation for device free activity sensing purposes, however. We performed
precisely such work. Furthermore, CSI-based methods conﬁne most of their
ﬁne-grained activity detection to only choreographed movements, and a solution
is lacking for situations wherein movements are unpredictable. In Chapter 6
of the thesis, I present another perspective, on applying device free sensing for
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detecting distracted behavior. Finally, the Doppler-based methods focus on either
small or large body parts’ detection, or they detect periodic movement. Doppler
radar has not been explored for three-dimensional head and torso movement’s
detection, which is critical in behavior and attention detection. We achieved
this by using multi-frequency Doppler-based features, in the work described in
Chapter 7.
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5. Behavior Recognition from Overall
Body Movements, Using
Software-deﬁned Radios

With the proliferation of the Internet of Things (IoT), also wireless access points
are deployed at increasingly dense scale. In particular, this includes vehicular
nodes (in-car WiFi or Bluetooth), ofﬁce (WLAN access points, WiFi printers or
projectors, etc.) and private indoor domains (home WiFi mesh, Wireless media
access, etc.), and public spaces (city/open WiFi, cafe systems, and applications
in shopping spaces). Processing RF ﬂuctuation at such edge devices enables
environment perception. With the RFexpress system, we focused on ﬁnding
a distinction between neutral and agitated emotional states of humans from
RF ﬂuctuation at the wireless network edge in realistic environments. In
particular, the system is able to detect risky driving behavior in a vehicular
setting while also spotting anger-infused conversations in an indoor environment.
We also studied the effectiveness of edge-based device free emotion- and activityrecognition systems in real environments such as cafes, malls, outdoors, and
ofﬁce spaces. We measured radio characteristics in these environments at
different days, at various times of day, and analyzed the impact of variations
in the SNR on the accuracy of the device free systems for recognition. In a
case study with ﬁve subjects, we then explored the limits of edge-based device
free sensing by ascertaining critical SNR values, values of the ratio under
which the activity- and emotion-recognition results are no longer reliable. In
case studies with eight and ﬁve subjects, the system was examined further
and proved able to achieve a recognition accuracy of, respectively, 82.9% and
64% for the vehicular and stationary wireless network edge in the wild (i.e.,
in non-laboratory noisy environments and for particular non-scripted, natural
individual behavior patterns).

5.1

Background

Activity recognition making use of radio frequency signal ﬂuctuation has been
explored intensively in recent research [2, 80, 101]. The studies demonstrate
that electromagnetic signals that are ubiquitously generated by cellular systems,
WiFi installations, Bluetooth, or FM radio contain features that enable detail-
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Figure 5.1. RFexpress detects emotional state from RF signals.

level recognition of human activity, gestures, and even speciﬁc activities, all
without tying the user to wearable sensor devices.
Although recent work on device free sensing has focused mainly on specialized
equipment and exploiting of software radios, instrumentation for RF-based
device-free recognition is best handled at the wireless network edge. There,
the RF signal ﬂuctuation observed at the wireless interface can be analyzed
ﬁrst-hand and processed locally.
Most prior work in the latter domain has been carried out in isolated, controlled
indoor environments and line-of-sight (LOS) scenarios, thereby ignoring many
factors that affect realistic radio wave propagation, such as noise, path loss,
attenuation, and multipath fading. For edge-based application of device free
sensing, it is important to investigate the system performance under realistic (in
contrast to “optimal”) conditions. Since, in essence, device free sensing exploits
signal noise induced by movement in the proximity of a receiver, the accuracy
of the recognition is dictated by the signiﬁcance of the impact, or ﬁngerprint,
such movement leaves on the received signal. For instance, the impact (in dB)
that blocking of a signal path or constructive/destructive interference can have
on the received signal is constrained in the ﬁrst place by the strength of the
signal itself. If the induced change lies below the SNR threshold, the respective
movement is unrecognizable for the device free activity recognition system.1
RFexpress is an emotion-recognition system that can be implemented for standard wireless edge equipment such as WiFi or Bluetooth access points. As is
illustrated in Figure 5.1, it exploits signal ﬂuctuation patterns recognizable
at the RF interface of an edge device to distinguish emotion indicating a human’s movement, gesture, and pose. This information is then exploited and
processed at the local edge device for the prediction of emotion and provision of
corresponding feedback.
1 Observe that typical noise-resilience systems in data communication, such as source

coding and modulation, are not applicable for device free sensing, since the movementinduced pattern is, in the traditional sense, itself considered to be noise.
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The recognition of emotion by means of device free sensing systems, ﬁrst suggested in 2016 by Raja and Sigg [85], is exempliﬁed also in work [135] on reading
pulse and respiration rate from RF reﬂections for the recognition of particular
emotional states. These systems require ambitious measurement equipment
and a controlled environment (such as a hospital) in which disturbances through
movement in the environment are prohibited.
RFexpress, in contrast, exploits noisier signal strength patterns in the time
domain – e.g., from RSSI ﬂuctuations [100], 802.11n OFDM CSI, or broadcast
FM radio [101]. The researchers investigated the impact of natural, noisy RF
environments on the classiﬁcation performance of device free activity-recognition
systems such as RFexpress, utilizing features from RF time-domain signal
strength that are readily available from conventional devices at the network
edge. The contributions of RFexpress are
1. The ﬁrst-ever wireless network-edge-based device free emotion-recognition
system exploiting data for body movement, gesture, and pose.
2. Greater understanding of wireless network edge characteristics via a
lightweight study of radio characteristics experienced at the wireless
network edge in typical indoor and outdoor environments.
3. Identiﬁcation of limitations in the form of critical SNR levels for edge-based
device free sensing with regard to relevant emotion-indicating gestures
(from a case study with ﬁve subjects).
4. Application for the vehicular edge – exploitation of RFexpress concepts
for the ﬁrst-ever RF-based driver-assistance system to detect risky driving behavior (with an eight-subject in-car case study involving a driving
simulation).
5. Application for the stationary edge, employing RFexpress concepts for
human-motion-based emotion recognition (with a case study of non-scripted
content from ﬁve subjects).
The recognition capabilities of off-the-shelf equipment in everyday installations, parasitically utilizing environmental signals from pre-installed systems
(e.g., FM radio, WiFi, or 4G), are restricted to less ﬁne-grained movement but
still allow decent recognition of activity classes.
Certain body movements can be mapped to human intentions, attention,
etc., and device free activity recognition can, by detecting such gestures or
body movements, indicate the respective emotions. However, for integrating
body-movement detection with emotion sensing, we need to understand how
wave-propagation losses in real-world environments (as opposed to lab setups)
may limit the use of RF for activity detection and, in turn, sensing of emotions.
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Figure 5.2. The modular architecture of RFexpress.

5.2

The Architecture of RFexpress

RFexpress follows a modular structure similar, for instance, to that of some
related device free sensing systems [2]. We will brieﬂy outline its component
modules here, leaving the technical details for discussion in the section on the
experiment itself 5.4. The system is depicted in Figure 5.2. The RF stimuli
of movement and activity in the environment are captured by the RF sensing
module, which directly interfaces with the subsystem performing extraction
from the wireless channel. We exploited RSSI information for the measurements in Section 5.3, but other data sources can be used, among them CSI,
Bluetooth trafﬁc, and FM radio. This continuous stream of data is then denoised
(our implementation utilizes discrete wavelet transformation) and smoothed.
The processed data undergo (non-overlapping) windowing, feature computation,
and data labeling, and the relevant features are forwarded to the classiﬁcation
learner, the component responsible for the model’s training. Its operations include data partitioning, training, and arriving at a model for classifying gestures.
For our system, we implemented a kNN classiﬁer, but other sorts of classiﬁcation
module can be exploited, interchangeably. The trained classiﬁcation module is,
in the next step, exploited to predict meaningful activity classes. These classes
(movement, gestures, and activities) are then mapped to emotional states. Our
focus was on distinguishing between angry- and normal-type emotional state;
see Section 5.4. In the ﬁnal step, the emotion information is used as input for the
generation of application-dependent feedback for such purposes as preventing
risky driving behavior (see Section 5.4). In the following section, we present and
discuss these modules and their utilization.
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Figure 5.3. The key steps performed to ﬁnd the critical SNR values for activity recognition.

5.3

The Impact of SNR on Gesture Recognition

We needed to determine the effectiveness and accuracy of device free sensing
systems in real-world rather than controlled environments. To achieve this,
we began by measuring the radio characteristics of classical real environments
where SNR (S = P S /P N ) is the primary parameter [88]. The SNR determines how
clearly any gesture or activity can be observed from RF, in that any detectable
ﬂuctuation must stand out above the noise. To determine valid thresholds, we
modeled the relevant SNR values from more in-depth study of the device free
activity recognition performance and conducted ﬁve-subject case-study work
to identify critical SNR values for robust activity recognition (the process is
depicted in Figure 5.3).

5.3.1

Measuring SNR Values in Real-World Environments

We considered ﬁve distinct real-world environments in our SNR study: an ofﬁce, a corridor of a university building, a shopping mall, a cafe, and a location
outdoors. For each environment, we measured the signal strength and noise
between a WiFi router2 and a laptop (receiver) at several distances. The experiment was repeated ﬁve times for each environment, on different days and
at different times of day. For each measurement, packets were traced for 60
seconds with Wireshark, for determining the signal strength and noise of each
packet. We calculate SNR by obtaining signal and noise power-level difference
values and then taking an average of all SNRs.
Table 5.1 shows the SNR as distance was increased in the various environments. For all the environments, it was between 60 dB and 80 dB when the
receiver and transmitter were placed next to each other. Naturally, the SNR
decreased as the distance grew. The corridor and the shopping mall (which also
2 A Cisco 802.11g Linksys WRT54G/GL/GS, with a transmission frequency of 2.43 GHz,

power of 251 mW, and rate of 36 Mbps
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Table 5.1. The average SNR observed in all the environments studied.

SNR values (dB)
Environment

0m

8m

17 m

25 m

30 m

Cafe

77.3

42

20.6

5

Outdoors

60.7

45.1

44.9

36.7

Ofﬁce

74.3

52.1

41.6

30.6

Indoor corridor

76.09

49

56.4

25

5

Mall

71.3

46.49

40.2

36.51

25.9

37.3

Figure 5.4. The experimental setup for gesture-activity detection with an active system.

has a corridor-based layout) showed high SNR even at larger distances. The outdoor environment suffered from a low SNR at the outset, but it remained steady
with increasing distance, while the cafe setting showed a tremendous drop in
SNR with increasing distance. Though these general trends were expected, the
measurements yielded a better understanding of what recognition performance
to expect for device free sensing systems under various conditions as detailed
below.

5.3.2

Modeling SNR Values in a Lab Environment

The SNR vs. distance values obtained for various environments provided us
with the range of SNR values to model in our lab environment. We set up USRP
(N210) SDR transmit and receive devices (see Figure 5.4) with SBX daughter
boards (400 MHz – 4.4 GHz) and omnidirectional antennas.
At the location of the receiver USRP device, we utilized a spectrum analyzer (a
Rohde & Schwarz unit at 20 Hz – 3.5 GHz, FSEA) to measure the power levels
at the receiver end. The transmitter and receiver were kept 2 m apart. Just as
in a lab setting, all characteristics such as the furniture present, the equipment
used, and the human presence remained constant between measurements. As
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for the calculation of SNR via USRPs, we started by measuring the ambient
noise by detecting the power (dBm level) at the receiver while the transmitter is
off. The ambient noise power value was negligible (even lower than the spectrum
analyzer’s own thermal noise, in fact) and remained constant throughout our
experimentation. Therefore, to generate the desired SNRs, we introduced noise
at the transmitter (in software via GNU Radio) and measured the value at the
spectrum analyzer. To determine the signal strength, we measured the power
level at the receiver during transmission and subtracted the noise value we
obtained earlier. The USRP transmitter transmits a sine wave of frequency
100 kHz with a sampling rate of 1 MHz and center frequency of 2.48 GHz. We
can tune the power and noise values at the transmitter to obtain the desired
SNR values at the receiver.

5.3.3

Modeling Real Environments and Analyzing SNR’s Effects on
Activity Detection

In our testing of activity detection, we used six separate modeled SNR values
(59 dB, 42 dB, 22 dB, 12 dB, 2 dB, and 0 dB) with our ﬁve subjects (3 males,
2 females). For each SNR, the person performed the task ﬁve times with a
system trained on the three activities described below. Given our ultimate
goal of creating a link between gesture detection and emotion sensing, for this
experiment we chose gestures that map to certain emotional states:3 neutral
(case 1), hands down when a person is standing between the receiver and
transmitter at zero-degree orientation; fear/shock (case 2), hands raised to
shoulder level; and (case 3) clapping while the hands are down. For cases 2 and
3, respectively, participants were instructed that they should demonstrate the
upper-body reaction they would display when facing an emergency situation in
which a bear is approaching them (shock/fear) and when applauding in a happy
state at an evening music event or while watching their favorite sports team
play.

5.3.4

Data Pre-Processing and Classiﬁcation

We pre-processed the raw data collected, to get rid of the noise, extract detailed
edges, and obtain accurate results in general. The signal denoising technique
utilized in our study was inspired by Abdelnasser et al. [2] and uses a discrete
wavelet transform, which provides both time and frequency representation of
a signal for ﬁne-grained multi-scale analysis. Afterward this, we calculated
statistical and frequency-domain features (mean, standard deviation, entropy,
zero crossing, and average derivative) to distinguish the activities represented
by the data. The most indicative features were mean and standard deviation. We
3 Note that the purpose of this study lay not in the emotion recognition itself but in

examining the impact of SNR on recognition accuracy. Fuller analysis is required for
comprehensive recognition of particular emotions from body movement.
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Table 5.2. Impact of SNR on accuracy of gesture/activity detection.

SNR value (dB)

Hands up/down,
d = 2 m (%)

Hands up/down
/ claps, d = 2 m
(%)

Hands up/down,
d = 4 m (%)

59

90

83

84

42

88

81

83

22

79

68

69

12

65

60

60

2

53.5

47

49

0

52

41

42

Figure 5.5. The impact of SNR on gesture recognition. From left to right, the graphs represent the processed gesture signals with SNR values of 59, 42, 22, 12, 2, and 0 dB,
respectively. The activities are hands down and hands up.

chose a (non-overlapping) window size of 100,000 samples with 1 MHz sampling
frequency or 10 windows/second for the feature computation. Table 5.2 shows
the classiﬁcation accuracies achieved for the target activities with respect to the
SNR values.

5.3.5

Analysis

It is obvious from the table that higher SNR fosters greater accuracy. However,
the accuracy depends also on the complexity of the activity. For activities such
as standing with hands up or down, the accuracy is reasonably high even at a
level of 22 dB. For such activities as clapping, with a less signiﬁcant imprint
on the signal, the accuracy deteriorates signiﬁcantly, even at a high SNR. We
found also that increasing the distance between transmitter and receiver did not
make a noticeable difference with regard to accuracy for hands up or down (see
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Figure 5.6. The impact of SNR on gesture recognition. The gesture is hands up vs. clapping.

Table 5.2). Our results indicate that SNR values of roughly 30 dB or higher can
be considered to provide for robust recognition / distinguishing among activities,
while SNR values of 20 dB and below can lead to erroneous results and values
lower than that lead to the activity not being detectable. The effect of SNR on
gesture recognition is more clearly visible from ﬁgures 5.5 and 5.6. The processed
signal at levels of 59 dB, 42 dB, and 22 dB for hands down and for hands up
is quite distinct. Below 22 dB, distinguishing the signal becomes challenging
even after the signal processing. Furthermore, since the relative variance in
the amplitude increases as the SNR rises, Figure 5.6 (hands down vs. clapping)
illustrates that, while we can even count the number of claps from the processed
signals at an SNR of 59 dB or 42 dB, doing so starts to grow challenging quickly
as the SNR level falls further.

5.4

Real-World Applications for Emotion Recognition

We exploited our RFexpress concepts for distinction between emotional states
in two realistic cases: (1) detection of risky, agitated driving behavior and
(2) detection of a heated argument in an indoor setting. In both scenarios,
WiFi installations are common (WiFi or Bluetooth in cars; WiFi access points
in indoor environments) and suggest the applicability of device free sensing.
Road rage is a serious problem, with the National Highway Trafﬁc Safety
Administration4 concluding that aggressive driving is responsible for more
than 66% of all car crashes in the US. Likewise, in an industrial, professional
context, negatively charged states of emotional agitation, such as anger or (in
more extreme cases) rage, seriously hinder one’s ability to negotiate the most
4 See http://www.nhtsa.gov/Aggressive.
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(a) Neutral 1

(b) Neutral 2

(c) Neutral 3

(d) Angry 1

(e) Angry 2

(f) Angry 3

Figure 5.7. Images captured during the car-driving experiment work.

beneﬁcial deal [39]. Detecting and mediating repeated behavior that points
to such negative emotional arousal could, therefore, maximize the economic
outcome.

5.4.1

Scenario 1: Detection of Risky Driving Behavior

Proceeding from our experiments and the results presented in the previous section for various SNR levels, we sought to evaluate the effectiveness of device free
sensing systems in real-world scenarios that could suffer from SNR degradation.
Many cars nowadays feature in-car Bluetooth or WiFi installations, which may
be readily exploited for such device free emotion recognition. Body movements
and gestures provide the modality or stimuli for mapping the emotions in our
case. In particular, we distinguished between normal driving behavior in a
vehicle and the driver performing the driving act while in an angry state.

The Experiment:
To distinguish between normal driving and angry or rage-manifesting driving
behavior by means of RF signals, we performed a driving experiment with
eight subjects (5 males and 3 females), aged 18 to 40 and from four separate
countries. The technical details of the system utilized are identical to those of
the system described for the SNR study above. Also, the features utilized (mean
and standard deviation) and the size of window (non-overlapping, with 100,000
samples at a 1 MHz sampling rate) were kept identical. Each subject was
assigned 30 minutes for the experiment and, before the measurements began,
was given a demonstration and brieﬁng, allowed to adjust the car settings to
his or her personal driving preferences, and made familiar with the simulator
video. We used a driving simulator video 5 over the course of the experiment.
For normal driving, the subjects were asked to drive through the simulator video
5 See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lyVctz5BAro.
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Figure 5.8. The experiment setup for gesture-activity detection and emotion recognition in a car.

while performing normal driving actions. For the angry driving case, we created
a scenario description to induce anger. The story is designed in line with an
earlier study [32] and is as follows:
“You have a ﬂight to catch in an hour, and you have a maximum of 15 minutes
to reach the airport. You leave home in a very frustrated mood and get stuck
in trafﬁc. The driver in the car alongside you throws out his cup of coffee,
which hits your windshield, and then overtakes you without signaling. This
gets you in a furious state, and you express anger throughout your drive."

Data Collection:
We collected the data for gesture movements by setting up an active recognition
with the equipment used in our SNR experiments. The devices’ setup is such
that the receiving antenna is ﬁxed to the car’s cockpit and the transmitting
antenna is on the headrest of the rear passenger seat. For every subject, the
neutral- and angry-driving conditions were run four times. Illustrative images
captured during the experiments are presented in Figure 5.7, and the setup can
be seen in Figure 5.8.
We used a kNN classiﬁer for the classiﬁcation stage, for which we set the
number of neighbors to k=6 and chose inverse weighted distance for nearest
neighbor computation. We trained the models both for an individual’s data and
for aggregated data from all subjects.
Results and Discussion:
The graphical representation of processed signals for neutral vs. angry driving is
shown in Figure 5.9, and Figure 5.10 presents scatterplots from the classiﬁcation
results. The combination of mean and standard deviation yields the best results,
reaching an overall accuracy of 98% for the individual-level model and 82.9%
for the inter-subject combined data model. Classiﬁcation results after tenfold
cross-validation are shown in Table 5.3. The method represented is kNN with
10 neighbors, and the distance metric is Euclidean. The model preset is Medium
Tree with 20 as the maximum number of splits and Gini’s diversity index applied
for the split criterion. With regard to our focus on distinguishing between neutral
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Figure 5.9. Graphs for the driving experiment for a neutral case (green) and one showing anger
(red).

(a) Scatterplot for a single subject

(b) Scatterplot for all the subjects

Figure 5.10. Scatterplots representing a neutral case (blue) and one of anger (red).
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Table 5.3. Confusion matrices from the individual- and aggregate-trained model.

Individual-level training
N eutral

Angr y

R ecall

Neutral

97%

3%

0.97

Angry

1%

99%

0.93

Precision

0.94

0.96

Aggregate training
N eutral

Angr y

R ecall

85%

15%

0.83

20%

80%

0.8

0.84

0.78

and angry driving, we see great potential in RF technology for emotion sensing
in cars, in light of the high recognition accuracy manifested. Driving styles vary
with factors such as nationality and personality; however, it is reasonable to
assume that the recognition system in a vehicular setting could be trained on
the user’s normal driving behavior over a longer span of time, with inter-subject
classiﬁcation serving as the initial default only. If a state of anger is detected for
a prolonged interval, such as 5–10 minutes, and several times over an hour-long
journey, the driver needs to be alerted and provided with safety guidance.
Since cross-validation might be biased when subsequent windows for the
feature computation are correlated, we also computed the results with leaveone-subject-out cross-validation, using the settings described above.The overall
accuracy computed for the classiﬁcation with this approach ranges from 71% to
75% for the seven training cases.

5.4.2

Scenario 2: Detection of Angry Behavior in a Conversation

The other scenario we considered is an ofﬁce environment in which a subject
engages in conversation, such as negotiation, with another subject, either on the
phone or in person. The main subject being monitored is standing and free to
move around during the conversation.
In this case study we want to analyze the impact on gesture recognition
accuracy when the distance between RX and the subject increases, keeping the
distance between TX and RX as well as the high SNR value constant. This
environment is more challenging, because there is greater ﬂexibility than the
car environment allows, for full-body movements etc., alongside wide variation
in the surroundings and increased distance between transmitter, subject, and
receiver.

The Experiment:
Five subjects participated in this experiment, all of them people who had not
taken apart in the experiments described in sections 5.3.2 and 5.4.1. Images
from the experiment are shown in Figure 5.11. We intentionally changed the
distance between receiver and subject for this more general recognition case,
keeping the SNR value and the distance between receiver and transmitter
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(a) Neutral 1

(b) Neutral 2

(c) Neutral 3

(d) Angry 1

(e) Angry 2

(f) Angry 3

Figure 5.11. Images captured during the conversation experiment.
Table 5.4. Confusion matrices from a single subject’s trained model.

Distance = 2 m

Distance = 5 m

N eutral

Angr y

R ecall

Neutral

89%

11%

0.86

Angry

22%

78%

0.83

Precision

0.9

0.76

N eutral

Angr y

R ecall

96%

4%

0.83

29%

71%

0.79

0.8

0.82

constant throughout the experimentation. The space was a conference room of
about 12 x 18 square feet. The distance between the transmitter and receiver
was 8 m, the SNR level was 42 dB, and the method was otherwise the same
as for the driving experiment presented in Subsection 5.4.1. For each subject,
the ﬁrst neutral vs. angry data were captured with 2 m and then 5 m distance
between the receiver and the subject. The whole conversation was captured
on video for validation purposes and ground-truth labeling. Each subject was
introduced to the experiment separately and was free to decide how to conduct
the conversation. Anger-inducing scenarios included not being given due credit
for hard work and people not being on time for meetings or being late without
any acceptable reason.

Results and Discussion:
The results of the classiﬁcation are shown in Table 5.4, for both distances between receiver and subject (2 m and 5 m). Because the SNR value was high
enough for gesture recognition (as indicated by Table 5.2), it was clear even
for 5 m that the subjects’ bodily gestures should serve as promising indicators
of anger. However, the overall accuracy was lower (maximum for individuals:
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Figure 5.12. Graphs from a conversation experiment for a case of neutral (green) and angry
(red).

84.9%) than in our driving experiments. The reason is that the subject moves
away from RX in comparison to in-car situation where it is kept constant. Furthermore the whole body movements add complexity and makes it challenging
to detect the states with high accuracy. The plots in Figure 5.12 represent the
difference in tracked signals between a neutral case and angry case for one
subject. The ﬁgure shows results both for when the distance between subject
and receiver was 2 m and, in the lower portion, for 5 m distance. Scatterplots for
a single subject as shown in Figure 5.13 also show slight overlapping between
the angry and neutral case. Inter-subject classiﬁcation for all subjects reduced
the accuracy to 64% for this scenario.

5.5

Discussion

The system presented in this chapter, RFexpress, represents the ﬁrst-ever
network-edge-based device-free motion- and gesture-based emotion-sensing system. The two scenarios in which we exploited the system represented settings
where wireless access points are, in general, deployed on large scale nowadays, a
vehicular edge scenario and stationary edge scenario for which we explored, respectively, detecting risky driving behavior and distinguishing between neutral
and angry human communication. The experiment on detecting risky driving
was performed by eight drivers, with each emotional-state condition used four
times per driver. The angry emotion was induced via well-established emotion-
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(a) Distance = 2 m

(b) Distance = 5 m

Figure 5.13. Scatterplots representing a case of neutral emotion (blue) and anger (red).

elicitation techniques. From this work, we observed that the conditions in a car
are well suited to device free emotion recognition: high SNR, fairly constant
environment, and limited number of people. With RF signal processing at these
edge devices, sensing emotion from body gestures is very promising for vehicular
settings. We were able to achieve 98% accuracy in our vehicular setting. In the
ofﬁce scenario, in turn, we considered the distinction between angry and neutral
conversation, with increasing distance between subject and receiver. In that
experiment, we reached accuracy levels of up to 82.9% for individual-trained
models and 64% for inter-subject ones. The results from these two studies show
that the accuracy is not only determined by the SNR of the signal but also the
SNR of the reﬂection itself. For instance, if the transmitter and receiver are
set up at closer distance for high SNR value, but the subject is far, the SNR of
the received signal would be high, but the accuracy of detection would decrease
(because the SNR of the reﬂection itself decreases).
In addition, we studied the network edge characteristics inﬂuencing device
free sensing – in particular, its gesture and emotion recognition – in real-world
environments as compared to controlled environments. We measured the radio
characteristics in several environments, then modeled these in our lab and
performed a gesture-recognition experiment to analyze the variation in accuracy
with changes to the radio characteristics modeled. For our primary indicator,
SNR, we considered six distinct values. To model the required SNR values,
we used a USRP-based transmitter–receiver setup, and the SNR values were
obtained by conﬁguring power and noise values at a transmitter using GNU
Radio. Three gestures (hands down, hands raised, and clapping) were detected
at each SNR value. This experiment was performed with ﬁve runs by each of
the ﬁve subjects for every activity. The distance between the transmitter and
receiver (2 m) was kept constant throughout the experimenting, as were all
the other parameters. Our results show that accuracy levels above 80% can be
achieved when the SNR is higher than 30 dB. At SNRs of 20 dB or below, the
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accuracy of gesture recognition drops signiﬁcantly. For a simple hands-down and
hands-up case, the accuracies we found are fairly high. More complex activities,
however, such as clapping, can only be detected at SNR levels of 40 dB or above.
These two separate studies demonstrate the viability of RFexpress for different
subjects in different scenarios. In-car study has a ﬁxed distance between TXRX-subject, and the movements are restricted to upper body. If the difference
between neutral and distracted states are signiﬁcant as observed, the received
signal strength provides sufﬁcient information at the coarse level. The system
accuracy is higher if the data is trained for each individual separately. It
means that in cases, where the behavior recognition is focused for one or limited
individuals, such as in-car or ofﬁce environment, the aggregated data training
is not necessary for the robustness of the system as the data from concerned
individual is sufﬁcient.
There are a number of scenarios where it is reasonable to train a system for
one or group of individuals. For instance, a single car is owned and used by the
same individuals, the inside environment is static and only movements are due
to humans. The other examples are analyzing behavior of people in ofﬁces or old
homes. Training RFexpress for a data from a target group of people over a long
span of time is sufﬁcient to analyze the behavior of its users. Acquiring data
from different dynamic environments and people of different regions will not
particularly help improve robustness of the system, specially in cases where the
behavior is analyzed for static environment and limited users.
However, it is indeed true that even for a limited group of people, RSS based
behavior analysis system could only provide limited information at a coarse level.
In order to obtain the ﬁne-grained information about the type of movements,
their time-frequency analysis, velocity and direction, we need to exploit features
other than RSS, to overcome the extreme sensitivity of multipath effect and
environmental noise. We explore phase data from channel state information,
very high frequency transmission and time-frequency Doppler analysis described
in next chapters to obtain detailed movements that translate to and help analyze
human behavior.
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6. Behavior Recognition from
Fine-grained Movements’ Detection
via Channel State Information

Driver–car interaction is subject to intensive theoretical research [53], work
involving human studies [92], and long-term investigation [109]. Intelligent
personal assistants such as Amazon Alexa1 and Siri2 enable natural humanlike interaction utilizing speech as the medium. Additionally, camera-based,
touchless-gesture control systems are being introduced in new cars, such as
the BMW 7-series, with detection conﬁned to a speciﬁc area, allowing users to
perform simple operations, such as adjusting volume settings.
Since any interaction in a car could potentially distract the driver and thus
increase the risk of accidents, distraction-free interaction that can be conducted
without taking driver attention off the road is essential. Common solutions
encompass the inclusion of haptic feedback for physical control elements (e.g.,
designing their shapes and surface characteristically) and buttons with characteristic haptic design [53]. For instance, touchscreens that replace traditional
interfaces might be problematic with respect to learnability. They can be distracting also, because the driver has to rely on visual feedback and cannot form
muscle memory or a map of the controls over time [87].
For this reason, speech-based interaction is a ﬁeld of active research, with results already integrated into the ﬁrst in-car interaction systems [105]. However,
speech interaction requires discipline from the driver and can be perceived as
a disturbance to the social interaction when one is driving in others’ company.
Especially for simple interaction and commands, speech is not optimal and
indeed can be distracting [48]. Moreover, people with speech-related disabilities
may be unable to access facilities that rely on it.
Hence, we propose supplementing these existing driver–car interfaces with a
network-edge-based gesture-recognition interface.
We carried out research with the goal of enhancing the capability of intelligent
personal assistants by enabling them to understand the behavior of the driver
and, accordingly, provide appropriate assistance and feedback. This part of
the project was focused on the detection of distracted behavior. The system
developed, WiBot, recognizes the target behavior on the basis of human body
1 See https://developer.amazon.com/docs/alexa-voice-service/api-overview.html.
2 See https://www.apple.com/ios/siri/.
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Figure 6.1. The WiBot network-edge-based behavior and gesture-recognition system.

movements, such as frequent head turns, random-seeming arm movements,
and posture changes. In addition, WiBot recognizes two simple non-distractionindicating gestures, “push” and “swipe,” as distinct from all other arbitrary
actions performed during driving. The purpose of singling out these two gestures is to enable the driver to interact with the personal assistant via gesture
commands of “yes” and “no,” respectively. WiBot has been limited to two easyto-remember gestures for purposes of keeping the human–computer interface
simple, reducing cognitive overheads, and broadening the spatial range of gesture detection in real-time processing. WiBot performs its data computations
locally (in-car) and is designed as an edge-based system to guarantee fast and
timely feedback to the user (see Figure 6.1). Integration of edge-based RF recognition into a car is a natural choice in that most contemporary cars already
feature RF interfaces such as WiFi or Bluetooth.
The emphasis was on WiFi and, in particular, CSI-based solutions, since these
will soon supersede Bluetooth for in-car interaction and entertainment [123].
Exploiting in-car edge devices enables efﬁcient data processing and real-time
response generation to facilitate the driver’s tasks in the best possible manner.
WiBot is unique in that it captures behavior from body movements. The contributions represented are (1) accurate recognition of unscripted free/natural
movements from continuous CSI phase information via an impulsive windowing technique, (2) distinguishing between arm movement and head movement
through application of a single-receiver CSI system in a vehicular setting, (3)
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implementation of a WiFi-based human-behavior-detection system for vehicular
settings that also enables gesture-based interaction patterns, and (4) a case
study with 40 subjects in realistic driving environments.
The proposed WiFi-based behavior-detection system for a driver, suitable for
both autonomous and non-autonomous vehicles, addresses unusual head and
arm movements. In connection with it, the researchers conducted a distractionfocused human study with 40 participants at BMW Group’s research and innovation center in Germany. The work showed that it was possible to propose,
in addition, the aforementioned gesture-recognition system for communication
with the car bot / communication system (again, the gestures are “push” and
“swipe,” translating, respectively, to “yes” and “no”). We differ from other researchers in not predeﬁning a set of activities to distinguish from our interaction
gestures. Rather, we conducted a completely non-choreographed study, without
instructing users to behave in any particular way. We used triggers to distract
the study participants, which led to various body movements. The impulsive
windowing method developed proved to be useful for identifying start and end
points of a subject’s movements/activities in the course of a drive. Also offered is
a feature-selection method based on peak analysis and subcarrier analysis to
distinguish among arbitrary activities.
Challenges we took on: Because the focus of the research was on analyzing
behavior on the basis of naturally occurring movements, we encountered several
challenges in the course of our experiments. Solutions to these are presented in
the following sections of the chapter.
C1: How accurately can we actually perform gesture recognition when the
person is in a driving situation and has not been instructed to behave/move
in a certain way? Can we do this without necessitating an overhead of
“preamble” that demands performing additional gestures that are not an
optimal solution in real driving?
C2: Can we distinguish between arm movements and head movements with a
single transmitter and receiver?
C3: Can we identify simultaneously occurring arm movements and head turns?
C4: Can we distinguish between arbitrary arm/head movements and the interaction gestures deﬁned?

6.1

Channel State Information

Wireless network interface cards capture the channel state information for every
frame for decoding the payload. Equation 6.1 is the fundamental expression
for the traditional transmitted–received signal in a multipath environment.
Here, X ( f , t) is the input radio signal, H( f , t) is the complex-valued channel
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response / channel transfer function at frequency f and time t (which models the
channel), and Y ( f , t) is the output signal. X ( f , t) and Y ( f , t) are the frequency
representations of the channel over time. The CFR value, H( f , t), is deﬁned on
the basis of channel noise.
WiFi NICs report CFR values in the form of CSI matrices [119]. If NT x is the
number of transmitter antennas and NR x that of receiver antennas and S is
the number of OFDM subcarriers, then for one WiFi frame, every single CSI
measurement contains S matrices of dimensions NT x x NR x . In our case, the
NT x = 2 and NR x = 3, S = 30 (from the Linux CSI tool [46]).

Y ( f , t) = X ( f , t).H( f , t)

(6.1)

The output signal in Equation 6.2 depends on N multipaths, on account of
the LOS path and non-line-of-sight paths from surrounding objects’ reﬂection.
H( f , t) [108] can be written as follows:

H( f , t) =

K


αk(t) e− j2π f τk (t)
(6.2)

k =1

Ĥ( f , t) = H( f , t).e− j2π(Δ t f +Δ f t)
where K is the total number of paths and αk (t) and τk (t) are the complex attenuation factor and time of ﬂight for the kth path, respectively. In theory [119],
when the clocks are perfectly synchronized between the transmitter and receiver,
accurate phase information can be retrieved in, for instance, RFID systems.
However, commercial WiFi devices (WLAN cards speciﬁcally) can have unknown
frequency shifts and timing offsets between transmitter and receiver, leading
to erroneous phase measurements. In Equation 6.2, 2π(Δ t f + Δ f t) is the phase
shift caused by carrier frequency and timing offset. The IEEE 802.11 standards
accept a carrier frequency drift of 100 kHz. This leads to random phase shifts in
the channel state information. Inspired by earlier work [82, 119], we utilized a
relative phase concept derived from static and dynamic components for our analysis. In brief, we rely on the relative angle between two antennas. We take two
signals, y1 (t) and y2 (t), and model them as complex numbers (vectors), with a
real and an imaginary part. We want to ﬁnd the angle between them. The usual
mathematical way to determine the phase between two vectors (represented as
complex numbers) is to ﬁnd the dot product of the vectors and then divide by
the product of the vector magnitudes.

θ = arccos



Re(y1 · y2 )
 y1  y2 


(6.3)

It is computationally expensive to do this for every packet received. We can
make use of another interesting mathematical property of complex numbers,
however. Multiplying two complex numbers involves the magnitudes being
multiplied by each other while the angles are added together. Taking the
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conjugate of one of the complex numbers before multiplication, then, would
mean subtracting between the angles of the two vectors. This gives us the angle
between the vectors shown in Equation 6.4.

y1 .y2 = (| y1 || y2 |)[cos(θ1 + θ2 ) + isin(θ1 + θ2 )]

(6.4)

From Equation 6.4, if y3 (t) = y1 (t)X y2 (t) , with y1 (t) and y2 (t) rotating at the
same speed (two signals at the same frequency), y3 (t) will ideally not be rotating
at all, since the phase of y3 (t) is the difference between phases of y2 (t) and y1 (t),
and that should (under static conditions) not change much, although there may
be a constant phase difference between y1 (t) and y2 (t) due to spacial diversity.

6.2

The Hardware Prototype

To collect the CSI data with our modiﬁed Linux driver [46], we used a Dell
and an HP laptop with IWL 5300 card (having transmit power of 32 mW and
a bandwidth of up to 450 Mbps), installed as a transmitter and receiver. We
installed the CSI capture tool on both transmitter and receiver. At the receiver
end, where most of the signal processing and machine learning is applied to the
signal, the laptop used was an HP 6930p with Intel Core 2 Duo T9400 processor
(2.53 GHz), 2 GB of 800 MHz DDR2 RAM, and 7200 rpm HDD. The injection
mode was set up for transmission with a carrier frequency of 5.32 GHz, a 1 kHz
sampling frequency, and channel bandwidth of 20 MHz. A frequency around
5 GHz guarantees less wireless interference and better distance resolution than
one of 2.4 GHz. We recorded the ground-truth data by using a GoPro Hero
Session Camera. Since time information was critical in our experiment for data
labeling, we recorded the timestamps to the millisecond with each packet. All
the devices were remotely controlled, and the data collected were cross-labeled
by means of the ELAN3 open source labeling tool and further processed in
MATLAB.

6.3

Non-choreographed Human Study

The exceptional advancement in vehicular technology in the past decade, from
non-autonomous to highly autonomous, brings numerous research opportunities. The idea behind these innovations is to provide unprecedented services
to humans and improve their quality of life. The effective utilization of time
brought by performing additional tasks while traveling by car is a highlight of
this technology. The driver can perform other activities by transferring driving
control to the car. Also, features such as speech recognition bots in cars let the
driver give commands to the vehicle or interact with it in a more human way.
To interact with the driver, a bot system in a car needs to understand and
3 See http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/.
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(a) Age distribution

(b) Emotional state prior to the experiment

(c) Emotional state during the experiment (d) Driving experience, in years

(e) Study design.
Figure 6.2. Statistics for the study – age distribution, emotional state before and during the
drive, driving experience, and study design.
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Figure 6.3. Images captured during the human study; the subjects are performing head and arm
activities in response to triggers.

learn human behavior in order to respond in the required way. To take into
account that the person in question could be in either driving or non-driving
mode, the gesture recognition should be applicable for both scenarios. Currently,
speech recognition is the modality for communication with the driver. Given
that roughly 9% of members of the general population have speech problems,4
this modality does not cover the whole range of car-users. We developed the
idea of deﬁning gestures for “Yes” and “No,” which could serve as an alternative
for such people. Moreover, it can beneﬁt those without any speech problems,
since people can exhibit different emotional states and might not always want to
speak to a bot. Also, speech recognition is not readily available for all languages
yet. This too makes a good case for gestures.
We carried out an extensive human study with 40 participants in Germany, at
BMW Group Research, New Technologies and Innovations. As a prerequisite,
a data-privacy and consent form was signed by each participant. Before the
experiment, the general information about each participant (name, age, sex,
driving experience, current emotional state, and any external variables present
at the time of the experiment) was recorded. The participants ranged in age
from 18 to 60 years, 27 of them were male, and they typically had more than six
years of driving experience (see Figure 6.2).
The principle behind the study was to distract the subject during an otherwise
smooth drive and capture the body movements that take place in response to
the distraction triggers. In addition, we captured two gestures: “push” and
“swipe.” The car used for this experiment was a BMW Mini Cooper with an
augmented-reality video used in place of a simulator. The drive time was around
10 to 15 minutes. There were three separate phases in which the participant
4 See https://www.nidcd.nih.gov/health/statistics/statistics-voice-speech-and-language.
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had to drive the car. Here, we discuss the one in which we used numerous
triggers to distract, annoy, and alarm the driver. Several audio triggers were
employed: various noises, emanating from different directions, such as a crying
baby in the back seat, the siren of an ambulance approaching from the left,
and repetitive horn-honking sounds from the right. In response to the direction
of these triggers, the driver’s head and arms move in certain directions. With
repetition of such sounds, one’s attention is diverted and the way of driving
changes. The same driving simulation was used for all the drivers, the sequence
of triggers was randomly permuted for each run of the experiment, and no
instructions were provided to the subject in the course of the experiment. The
pushing and swiping gestures were recorded through their use to indicate “yes”
or “no,” respectively. Also, the participants answered questions that were asked
verbally before and after the drive, to mitigate the in-car bot conversation. In
their feedback on this experiment, more than 80% of subjects reported that they
felt distracted and annoyed during the drive; see Figure 6.2.
The dataset covers natural movements, such as small head motions during
driving, random arm movements (e.g., scratching one’s head or adjusting the
mirrors), and signiﬁcant head movements such as turning the head toward the
back of the car or to the left or right in response to the triggers. Hence, the
movements were not deﬁned in advance, there was no ﬁxed count of movements
performed, and there was no speciﬁc way in which the participants were advised
to do anything – apart from with regard to the pushing and swiping gestures
being explained in advance and the general suggestion being given to behave
naturally prior to the experiment. While these gestures were mentioned, the
way of performing them, their speed, and the duration to use differed from one
participant to the next. Figure 6.3 shows illustrative images captured during
the study.

6.4

System Architecture

Detection of human movements in real-time vehicular scenarios requires fast
processing of data and feedback to the user. If delayed, these could be meaningless. Communicating directly with the cloud is not an efﬁcient solution, since
it increases the end-to-end latency of the system on account of a much longer
network path. Computing and storing the data locally at the edge device is
the most suitable choice for a vehicular scenario, the reason being that there
is only one user per edge device and it is very close to the user. The most
time-consuming step is the learning and classiﬁcation, which in this case was
rendered simpler by the locally stored patterns being for a single user, with only
the most recent and repeated ones needing to be used for detection of behavior.
This also guarantees the privacy and anonymity of the user, since the data are
not continuously shared over the network. Depending on the length of the activity being performed, the edge devices in the car process windows of anywhere
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Figure 6.4. Depiction of WiBot’s end-to-end computation and latency at the edge and extension
to the cloud.

from millisecond level to a few full seconds for computation. The real-time data
collection, processing, and classiﬁcation can be performed in this time. Since
the feedback is required only when a certain threshold is met, one based on
the repetition or duration of movements, this reduces the load of generating
continuous feedback. Accordingly, classiﬁcation does not need to be performed
every second; we can do this once per window, and a window may span multiple
seconds, as the activity frequency dictates. Thus, we save ourselves from continuously conducting classiﬁcation. The computation and storage can be extended
to the cloud to record global trends in features, patterns, and feedback and for
handling computations that cannot be carried out by the local edge device. For
example, when the data collected do not match a pattern that exists locally, a
request for appropriate feedback can be forwarded to the cloud, although this
comes at the cost of added delay due to the potentially longer round trip to the
cloud nodes. Figure 6.4 shows the high-level architecture of WiBot.
The low-level system system architecture for WiBot’s behavior detection based
on human movements is shown in Figure 6.5. The raw CSI data in complex form
are interpolated to remove any missing information. Then, we separate the amplitude and phase. We utilize both amplitude and phase in our system to capture
the ﬁne-grained information in the data. The phase must be corrected before
use in the analysis; denoising is performed to preserve the critical information
and remove the noise. We perform impulsive windowing for accurate detection
of activity boundaries in online and ofﬂine processing. Subcarrier sanitization is
carried out to remove the outliers. In feature computation, the two main stages
are peak analysis and subcarrier analysis. After this, we classify the data on
the basis of the trained model and predict the labels. Figure 6.5 illustrates the
proposed system architecture, and WiBot pseudocode showing the important
steps is presented as Algorithm 1. These steps will be explained in detail in the
following sections of the chapter.

6.4.1

Interpolation

Natural movements are instantaneous, while labeling the instances in the data
is a very challenging task in this context, since a single head movement can take
place in less than a second or extend for three or more seconds. This necessitates
very precise synchronization between the time in the video recording and the
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Figure 6.5. The proposed WiBot architecture.

Algorithm 1: The WiBot Algorithm
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

function WiBotFunction (y1 , y3 );
Input : Complex Signals y1 (t) , y3 (t)
Output : Window Label Set
initialization;
rel φ(t)13 =phase (y1 (t), y3 (t) );
denoisedPhase = lowpassFilter(rel φ(t)13 );
windows = computeWindowBoundaries(denoisedPhase);
for win = windows 1...n do
unwrappedWindow = unwrap(win);
win = removeDcComponent(unwrappedWindow);
sanitizedWin= removeOutlyingSubc(win);
reducedWin= dimensionReduction(santizedWin);
peakFeatures=performWindowPeakAnalysis(reducedWin);
subcarrierFeatures= performSubcarrierAnalysis(SanitizedWin) (cf.
Algorithm 2);
labelSet = classiﬁcationModel(peakFeatures, subcarrierFeatures);
Labels[winIndex] = labelSet;
end
return Labels;
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timestamps captured with each packet. Although we conﬁgured our WiFi device
driver to transmit at a ﬁxed rate, some non-uniformity was observed in the
recorded samples, due to packet loss and transmission delays. To overcome
this, we decided to perform interpolation for accurate time-domain analysis and
labeling. Linear interpolation ﬁlls in the missing data points with the previous
data point’s value.

6.4.2

Phase Correction

Our method of correcting the phase information in the CSI streams collected
is explained in Section 6.1. Figure 6.6 presents angle histogram / polar plots
illustrating the distribution of phase values, grouped by numerical range. It
shows the absolute phase changes (left-hand pane) measured from the CSI
stream of a single antenna and the phase measurement after applying the
relative phase correction technique (right-hand image) to the same stream. We
can clearly see the distribution of phase changes in both images. The absolute
phase is unusable since it is uniformly distributed within the range 0◦ to 360◦ .
On the contrary, the relative phase values for the CSI stream tend to concentrate
within the 210◦ to 240◦ sector.
This practical observation can be veriﬁed mathematically. Our experimental
setup uses WiFi signals with a wavelength of 5 cm. The antennas are arranged
in an antenna array with the distance between the two antennas being 3 cm.
As shown in Figure 6.5, the reﬂected radio waves arrive at the receiver with an
angle of incidence of about 90 degrees. By using Equation 6.5 –

Δφ = (2π dsinθ )/λ

(6.5)

where d = the distance between antennas, θ = the wave’s angle of incidence, and
λ = wavelength – and substituting π/2 for θ , 5 cm for λ, and 3 cm for d, we can
compute the expected phase difference between the receivers, which comes out
to be 1.2 ∗ π radians. This closely matches the observed relative phase difference
shown in Figure 6.6.

6.4.3

Denoising

Upper-body movements were the motions of greatest interest in this research.
We observed the normal speed of these movements to be around 0.75 m/s. For
WiFi devices with a 5.32 GHz carrier frequency, frequency f = 2Vm /Λ. This
makes it 30 Hz, which WiDance conﬁrms to be the frequency of body movements [82]. The choice of cutoff frequency is critical in our case, with the reason
being the lack of deﬁned movements, the lack of periodicity, varying speed, and
the varying intensity of both the head and the arm movements. To make sure
that both arm and head movements with various patterns were preserved in
our ﬁltered data, we used a low-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with a cutoff frequency
of 30 Hz. We ﬁltered all the subcarriers and utilized the output for our further
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Figure 6.6. Random/absolute phase shifts and the corrected/relative phase shift for the CSI
stream.
Table 6.1. Possible labels for observations during a drive.

Labels
L1

Turning the head to the right

L2

Turning the head to the left

L3

Turning the head around somewhat (as in looking at
the rear seat)

L4

Random head movement

L5

Random arm activity

L6

A “push” gesture with the hand

L7

A “swipe” gesture with the hand

analysis. Figure 6.7 shows the raw (left) and ﬁltered (right) phase CSI stream.
We can clearly see from this ﬁgure that the raw phase is useless, because all
the activity information gets corrupted, while the denoised phase reveals a very
clear picture of three “push” gestures being performed between the regions of no
activity.

6.4.4

Compilation of the Pattern Dictionary

We observed from our dataset that the subjects repeatedly performed activities
that can be seen as independent and disjoint from each other. We categorized
these activities by applying the set of distinct labels shown in Table 6.1.
However, we noticed also that sometimes multiple activities were performed together, in the same time window. This led us to model our classiﬁcation problem
as multi-label classiﬁcation, in which each window, or data point, can have one or
more labels assigned to it. In fact, some prior work has explored the multi-label
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Figure 6.7. Raw (top) and denoised (bottom) phase.
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Table 6.2. Label subsets observed during the experiment.

Label subsets
L1, L5

Turning the head to the right, random arm movement

L2, L5

Turning the head to the left, random arm movement

L3, L5

Turning the head around somewhat, random arm movement

L4, L5

Random head movement, random arm activity

classiﬁcation problem in the context of high-level activity recognition [66]. We
used the label powerset method to transform our multi-label problem into a
single-label problem and then applied the kNN classiﬁer to categorize our windows as belonging to one of the classes, where one class could be a combination
of two or more base classes.
The label powerset method can be modeled as follows:
Instance x = [x1 , ..., xd ] ∈ R d
Class labels: L = {1, 2, ..., L}
Label space: Y = {0, 1}L
Label set: y = [y1 , ..., yL ] Y ;
y j = 1 if jth label relevant to x; else 0
Training set: {(x i , yi )| i = 1, ..., N } ⊂ (X xY )
Classiﬁcation: h : X ∈ Y
Label powerset transformation usually suffers from complexity issues due
to the dimensionality of the label space. Since we have seven distinct labels,
the total number of possible label subsets comes to 27 . We were able to resolve
this dimensionality issue by taking into account the label correlations in our
training data. We noted that only a few of the labels occur together in the same
instance or window, and other combinations of labels were impossible or, as the
observations showed, highly unlikely, so they can be ignored in the output label
subsets. For instance, a head turn to the right and one to the left cannot occur
simultaneously, nor can “push” and “swipe” overlap. This reduces the number of
label subsets and affords better performance. The label subsets with the most
occurrence instances are shown in Table 6.2.

6.4.5

Impulsive Windowing

Before one can detect and identify individual activities being performed, one
has to separate them from each other over time. This entails somehow dividing
the incoming RF signal into time windows. A naive windowing approach could
involve choosing a ﬁxed window size and then performing pattern recognition for
each window individually. However, a ﬁxed-size temporal windowing technique
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Figure 6.8. Activity breakdown ﬂowchart.

of this sort suffers from several drawbacks. Firstly, the activities we want to
identify may vary in duration, and we cannot foresee how short or long an
activity is going to be. Secondly, even if we had prior knowledge of the activity
duration, we would need to know the precise time at which the activity starts.
Since our subjects’ actions were not choreographed, there is no possibility of
looking for some well-known “preamble” that could signal to our windowing
algorithm that an activity is about to follow.
Abrupt and instantaneous changes embedded in time-series data from natural
physical environments demand efﬁcient detection of changes, at optimal cost.
We adopted an approach of ﬁnding locations where data values are changing
abruptly, then utilizing these for marking the boundaries of a window. Thus,
we tended to identify the points in the input data where statistical attributes
ﬂuctuate. This is a changepoint problem, and we address it by utilizing a concept
introduced by Killick [58] in the ﬁeld of statistics.
In mathematical terms, the input data in ordered sequence can be represented as y1 : n = (y1 , ..., yn ). The output model should contain the number of
changepoints m, along with their locations, τ1 : m = (τ1 , ..., τm ). The changepoint
position must be an integer, and each lies between 1 and n − 1. We deﬁne τ0 = 0
and τm + 1 = n and assume that the changepoints are ordered such that τ i < τ j
if, and only if, i < j. Consequently, the m changepoints split the data into m + 1
segments, with the ith segment containing y(τ i 1 +1 ) : τ i .
To address the issues mentioned above, we made use of a maximum likelihood
estimation algorithm that dynamically identiﬁes indices in our data, where
a signiﬁcant statistical change has occurred. In particular, we aimed to ﬁnd
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all points in our data at which the standard deviation shows large and abrupt
changes.
To this end, we constructed two hypotheses. The null hypothesis, H0, is that
no change has occurred in our data and the standard deviation remains constant
over the entire dataset. The alternative hypothesis, H1, states that there is at
least one point in the dataset where the standard deviation exhibits changes.
The log-likelihood ratio, given our two hypotheses, thus becomes the following [16]:
ln(Λ1n ) = l 1n =

n


ln(P(yi | H1,i )) −

1

n


ln(P(yi | H0,i ))

(6.6)

1

where yi is the dataset indexed from 1 to n. Now, on the assumption that there
is one point in our dataset where its standard deviation changes our aim to ﬁnd
this point in time, t0.
In the case of our null hypothesis, the standard deviation remains constant
throughout the dataset; we denote this as σ̃. If the alternative hypothesis is
true instead, the standard deviation is σ0 before t0, then, after t0, becomes σ1 .
Mathematically, the log-likelihood ratio then becomes:
l 1n =

t
0 −1
1

ln(P(yi | σ0 )) +

n

t0

ln(P(yi | σ1 )) −

n


ln(P(yi | σ̃))

(6.7)

1

Our aim then, is to maximize this log-likelihood, and that would give us the
time instance at which the standard deviation changes the most in our dataset.
Of course, in reality, we would have not a single change in our entire dataset
but several, since there are multiple activities being performed, spread over
time. Therefore, we must recursively keep looking for signiﬁcant changes in
standard deviation on both the left and the right of the index where we found
the initial change.
By setting a reasonable threshold for the log-likelihood ratio, we can tune the
sensitivity of our algorithm to ﬁnd only the most interesting points, where the
standard deviation changes most signiﬁcantly. We call these the window boundaries. We assume that one independent activity is being performed between
every pair of boundaries.

Real-Time vs. Ofﬂine Windowing:
For the purposes of this research, we collected data for a particular subject, then
post-processed the data at a later point in time. This allowed us to perform
windowing in “ofﬂine” mode, with all the data already available to us. In a
production deployment, however, data would come in as a real-time stream and
would need to be analyzed “online.” The windowing algorithm explained above
can be applied for online change detection as explained in prior work [16]. The
windowing algorithm would then behave in the manner of a Shewhart control
chart, with which newly arriving samples would be compared with previously
received samples for determination of whether the signal’s log-likelihood ratio
rises above the threshold value, at which point a window boundary would be
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Figure 6.9. Peak analysis. number of peaks, peak width, and peak height for head (top) and arm
(bottom) movement.

marked. The output with regard to marked boundaries after application of
impulsive windowing is shown in Figure 6.10.
To detect multiple window boundaries in our sample series, we adopted
the well-known binary segmentation approach [58] to apply the log-likelihood
method we outlined above, recursively, for ﬁnding not just one point (where the
standard deviation changes the most) but multiple points in the data series
where standard deviation changes signiﬁcantly.
In the binary segmentation technique, we ﬁrst apply the log-likelihood method
to ﬁnd the ﬁrst boundary. If such a boundary is not found, we deem the whole
data series to constitute a single window and stop the windowing here. If a
boundary is identiﬁed, it divides the data series into two windows, containing
the material before and that after the boundary. We then apply the boundary detection method to both these windows. This method continues dividing windows
into smaller windows until no further boundaries can be found.

6.4.6

Subcarrier Sanitization

We observed from our data that all subcarriers have a ﬁxed phase offset with
each other under static conditions. However, sometimes the phase offset of one
or a couple of subcarriers from other subcarriers changes randomly. We regard
these subcarriers as outliers. Outliers are data points that diverge or deviate
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Figure 6.10. The impulsive windowing mechanism to mark the boundaries (shown in green) of
an activity.

from rest of the data and alter the description of the data signiﬁcantly [30]. In
our case study, the inside car environment is static, and the generated outliers
are not speciﬁc to a particular subject, or time of the experiment. They could
occur in data either due to noise in the sensor, spatial distance between antennas,
transmit-receive disturbances or human-related errors. In order prevent the
misspeciﬁcation, incorrect analysis, and result distortion arising from such
outliers, we ﬁlter them out during the subcarrier sanitization phase. Note
that we intend to utilize all 30 subcarriers, and do not specify a particular
number of subcarriers . We achieve our sanitization by retaining the subcarriers
with maximum correlation and discarding the ones that have less correlation
with other subcarriers. Figure 6.11a shows the two outlier subcarriers with
a phase jump signiﬁcantly higher ( 2π) than the rest of the subcarriers. We
must eliminate this effect in order to keep consistency in our results. In order
to do so, we apply Hampel ﬁlter to each window of subcarriers, to identify and
remove outliers. For each window, the median of the subcarriers is computed,
with its six surrounding samples, three per side. It then estimates the standard
deviation of each sample for its window median using the median absolute
deviation. If a sample differs from the median by more than one standard
deviation, it is removed. In most of the observed cases, the outliers are less
than ﬁve. Upon completion of our sanitization step, we have obtained the most
correlated subcarriers, as shown in Figure 6.11b.

6.4.7

Dimensionality Reduction

To perform the peak analysis in our feature computation phase, we need to
compress the information contained in all the subcarriers. The compressed
version must be the best representation of the activity information preserved
in the signal. The body movements create a correlation effect among the CSI
subcarriers [119]. Principal component analysis (PCA) is a natural choice for
achieving this. Our approach is to select the second principal component that
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(a) Subcarrier outlier detection

(b) Subcarrier sanitization
Figure 6.11. Outlier removal and subcarrier sanitization.

contains consistent phase variations caused by human movements. The choice
of the second component stems from our observation that the ﬁrst component
retains more noise than the other components. This phenomenon is conﬁrmed
by other work [119].

6.4.8

Feature Computation

Our process identiﬁes unique features by means of analyzing the peak properties
and subcarrier behavior. Both of these steps are described below.

Peak Analysis:
Peak analysis is a technique widely used in the signal-processing domain to
identify patterns in signals. We identify peaks in our time-domain signal by
taking its ﬁrst derivative and ﬁnding instants in time where this becomes zero.
These moments are either the local maxima or minima of the signal. By taking
the second derivative and observing whether it yields a positive or negative
value at the points we identiﬁed earlier, we can identify maxima and minima
accurately. We refer to these maxima and minima as positive and negative
peaks in our signal. Setting the ﬁrst derivative of the signal with respect to time
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equal to zero: d(x(t))/d(t) = 0 gives us values of t at which x(t) has a positive
or negative peak. Figure 6.9 shows the peak analysis for head movement (on
the left) and arm movement (on the right). Using features such as number of
peaks, peak width, number of inverted peaks, and peak height, we can clearly
distinguish between the head and arm. The number of peaks is much higher for
a single arm’s movement than for a head movement. Similarly, peak width is
greater in head movement and the height value smaller in comparison to arm
movement. One reason is that the range and hence, impact of arm movement is
greater than that of head movement.

Subcarrier Analysis:
While peak analysis contributes to distinguishing between head and arm movements, we observed another striking property among the subcarriers that aids in
identifying head and arm movements. The variance of phase difference between
subcarriers rises, with the values extending over a wide range, when head movement occurs, while it decreases signiﬁcantly when an arm movement occurs. In
simple terms, this can be described as the separation between subcarriers, how
close the subcarriers squeeze together at their closest point in a window and
how many times they come very close to each other.
Algorithm 2: Subcarrier Analysis
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

function performSubcarrierAnalysis(sanitizedWindow);
Input : window with n samples W (w1 , w2 , ..., wn )
Output : mean of variances at each point μσ2
Each sample in wi has m subcarriers S : (s 1 , .., s m );
initialize variance list, V = [];
for W : w1 , w2 , ..., wn do
compute variance of all subcarriers in sample, σ2 ;
append σ2 to V ;
end

compute mean of all variances in V , μσ2 = (V )/n;
return μσ2 ;

This may be attributed to the phenomenon of rapid arm movements affecting
some subcarriers’ phase more than others’. This causes the relative phase offset
between the subcarriers to diminish, and they appear closer to each other on
the phase axis. This is shown in ﬁgures 6.12a and 6.12b. A “push” gesture can
be visualized as the hand approaching the receiver to the point where phase
difference disappears and all subcarriers merge into one, before the hand moves
away from the receiver. In swiping, the hand slides from left to right in front of
the receiver, so the phase difference is generally similar to that with pushing
except that there are either fewer points where it disappears or none at all.
This helps us distinguish between pushing and swiping. Slow head movements,
on the other hand, do not display the same effect of variance with respect to
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subcarriers; during head movements, all subcarriers’ phases are affected equally
and they maintain their relative phase offset with each other. This can be seen
in Figure 6.12c.

6.4.9

The Classiﬁcation Model

Our impulsive windowing and choice of critical features made the classiﬁcation
model learning a simple process. After feature vector composition and separation
of the data into test and training sets, we used kNN, with K=6 neighbors, for
learning. The training- and test-sample data were randomly distributed across
the various subjects to include all possible movements for training. Performing
tenfold cross-validation and using separated test samples led to overall accuracy
of 94.5% (see Figure 6.13a) for separating arm movements from head movements
and from performing no activity. A model with the same characteristics exhibits
overall accuracy of 90.5% for separating “push,” “swipe,” random simultaneous
actions (head turns and arm movements), signiﬁcant head turns, and no activity
(see Figure 6.13b). The training speed of the system is approx. 1,200 observations/second, and the total training time came to 1.5799 seconds. The drop in
accuracy in the conditions examined is largely due to the head and arm activity
taking place simultaneously, for reason of similarities between certain head and
arm movements and the system’s reliance on types of movement with a bigger
impact.
The total end-to-end latency of the WiBot edge-based detection is accumulated
in the data collection, processing, feature computation, classiﬁcation, and feedback. We analyzed the data with MATLAB installed on a MacBook Pro with
2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB of 1,867 MHz DDR3 RAM. For 1,000
samples, the phase correction took 0.65 seconds, signal pre-processing consumed
0.05 seconds, feature computation 0.525 seconds, and classiﬁcation 0.16 seconds.
The overall latency is still acceptable, since feedback is not required for every
second in the case of behavior detection. We expect to reduce the total latency in
the near future by optimizing the feature computation complexity by means of
an alternative PCA method.

6.4.10

Remarks

The detection accuracy of Wibot proves the capability of commercially off the
shelf WiFi devices to analyze driver’s behavior based on naturally occurring
upper body movements. To realize this, the most critical part is to accurately
identify and separate these movements from each other while a person is actually driving. The results could further be used in car to deﬁne certain levels of
distraction, from low to high, by deﬁning thresholds for frequency of head movements in a certain duration of time or duration of movements. The car assistant
would generate appropriate feedback in the form of help, warning or at highest
level of distraction, proper control take over. The accurate gesture recognition
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(a) Swiping gesture

(b) Pushing gesture

(c) Head turn, pause, and turning back
Figure 6.12. Subcarrier analysis for head turns vs. hand gestures.
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(a) Confusion matrix for classifying among head motion, arm movements, and no
activity. Accuracy level = 94.5%, precision = 93%, recall = 95.6%, and F1 score =
0.94.

(b) Confusion matrix after adding of complex classes. Accuracy level = 90.5%, precision
= 90.4%, recall = 89.4%, and F1 score = 0.91.
Figure 6.13. Confusion matrices presenting the accuracy of movements, TPR and FNR.

assures viability of the human-car communication in case of distracted state
during a ride.

6.5

Challenges

While the research dealt with various aspects of behavior in relation to natural
body movements, there are several facets yet to be covered. The most critical
ones are brieﬂy described below.

6.5.1

On-Road Car Mobility

The focus of this study was to detect the naturally occurring human body movements in response to induced distractions during a ride. The simulator environment used for this study simulates motions for trivial urban road conditions
with asphalt surface, regular signal stopping, turnings and brakes. The data
collected from the study therefore cover for the normal conditions and Wibot
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accuracy is evaluated based on that.
The simulator does not introduce the motion artifacts for adverse road conditions, such as potholes, other animals crossing, erratic drivers or severe weather
conditions, like snow or hurricanes. This challenge can be resolved by incorporating car movement information from existing motion sensors in modern cars.
These motion sensors are with integrated three-axis accelerometer, three-axis
gyroscope and three-axis magnetometer which provide accurate information
about the car movement process, any sudden changes in velocity, angle or direction. The data collected by motion sensors for usual and unusual road conditions
could be utilized to spot any abrupt changes in the wireless signals. The change
in the signal behavior could be treated as car movement noise and ﬁltered out to
prevent the changes in the accuracy of human movement detection.

6.5.2

Multiple Passengers in a Car

At the time of writing, the approach has been tested and applied only for a single
passenger or driver. This serves as a good starting point, since the behavior of
the driver is the most critical in both autonomous and non-autonomous driving.
However, as needs dictate, the system can be extended to behavior detection of all
passengers in cars. This should be of help especially in car-sharing environments
where the behavior of one passenger can affect that of others. Also, it can provide
feedback for improving services needed by passengers. There is potential for
doing all this with a dedicated receiver antenna for each passenger. However,
the challenges arising from interference due to movements of individual people
and related to positioning of the transmitter and receiver are yet to be explored.

6.5.3

Autonomous vs. Non-Autonomous Operation

Detection of a driver’s behavior is important for car manufacturers with regard
to both autonomous and non-autonomous driving. In the former, it enables
providing attention-related information about the driver, and in the latter it
affords providing valuable feedback on the general behavior of the driver, to
improve the comfort services in the car. The main challenge we face in a scenario
of non-autonomous driving arises from the steering movements. Some of their
features are extremely similar to those of head movements, and these are the
reason for the decline in accuracy we observed. We envision a possibility of
detecting steering movements by means of an accelerometer integrated into the
steering system. The information thus provided about steering movements could
be fed back to the behavior-detection system, so that the steering movements
can be eliminated from consideration. This should help improve the accuracy of
the system.
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6.5.4

Hardware-Dependency

The hardware prototype in the project was based on dedicated WLAN cards
with modiﬁed Linux drivers utilized to capture the CSI data. However, these
LAN cards and the laptops compatible with them are about a decade old and
no longer on the market. Naturally, for implementation of this technology in
cars, the WiFi router installed needs to provide the CSI data and conﬁguration
controls. That said, the increasing popularity of WiFi as a sensing technology
will soon put considerable demand pressure on WiFi device manufacturers to
make CSI information available.

6.6

Applications

While the domain of the research is car-speciﬁc, its areas of application for
learning behavior are broad, extending from non-autonomous to autonomous
and car-sharing modes. Synchronizing information on road conditions and
corresponding head movements could enable ascertaining the state of the driver.
Unusual, frequent movements may indicate that the driver is lost, confused,
or distracted. On the other hand, signiﬁcant turning of the head and focusing
on some point of interest in the corresponding location (such as restaurants or
scenery) can provide information about the interests of the driver. This kind
of information can inform providing the user with valuable information and
services. At the same time, gestures are an additional feature for communicating
with a car. This modality offers ﬂexibility to people who would prefer not talking
to in-car assistant systems that operate through speech recognition. In addition,
people with speech disabilities could thus avail themselves of an in-car assistant
system more readily.

6.7

Discussion

This part of the project represents the following contributions in the domain of
WiFi activity sensing. The WiBot system was developed, a wireless networkedge-based personal communication and behavior-learning system for cars. This
research was carried out in cooperation with, and within, BMW Group Research,
New Technologies and Innovations, Germany. WiBot enables communication
with the driver by means of the two gestures “push” and “swipe,” for “yes,” and
“no,” respectively. Secondly, it characterizes human behavior by detecting and
analyzing turns of the head and arm movements. This gesture and behavior
recognition entails taking into account all possible natural movements (of the
upper body) that a driver might perform while driving. The dataset in this
research was collected in an induced-distraction human study with 40 participants. It is important that the study was non-choreographed (i.e., that the
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subjects were not instructed to perform any particular activities or behave in
any given way). We focused on developing a system that accounts for the natural
behavior of drivers. Therefore, unlike other researchers, we did not predeﬁne a
set of classes to be distinguished from each other in our classiﬁcation learning.
To identify the start and end points of activities in a natural environment, we
introduced an impulsive windowing algorithm and also a way of accounting for
multiple activities happening at the same time, using a label powerset method.
The system recognizes distraction-indicating behavior by identifying slight head
movements through to signiﬁcant turning of the head, slight arm movements
and particular arm activity. So that we could classify highly similar movements
performed at similar frequencies, we found a unique feature set on the basis of
peak analysis and subcarrier analysis, where the features are based on phase
information collected from CSI data captured via our WLAN card with modiﬁed
driver. Our kNN-based classiﬁcation model can separate head movements from
arm movements with 94.5% accuracy. For the label subset developed (for push,
swipe, no activity, simultaneous head and arm movements, and signiﬁcant head
turns), the accuracy of separation is 90.5%.
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7. Behavior Recognition Based on
Complex 3D Movements, via a
Multi-Frequency Feature Set

This chapter presents a novel technique to detect human movements by exploiting RF feature analysis for a pair of radio signals, at two signiﬁcantly different
frequencies. The researchers’ efforts were focused on detecting movements of a
passenger or driver seated in a car by which one can infer this person’s attention
level and behavior. We were able to detect human rotational movements across
three dimensions – namely, 1) yaw, 2) pitch, and 3) roll. Moreover, by using
two distinct frequencies, we proved able to discriminate accurately between
movements of the head and movements of the torso and arm of a given human
subject. Since head movements typically cover shorter displacements than do
movements of the torso and arm, our results show that both head and torso
movements are visible as deep fading at the higher frequencies (>6 GHz) while
only the larger torso movements lead to visible fading at the lower frequencies
(<2 GHz). The feature set we are able to extract by analyzing variations in
radio frequency signals can be used to train machine learning classiﬁcation
algorithms. Such algorithms can take advantage of the environmental radio
frequency variations induced by human body movements to improve human
behavioral awareness and can lead to better and more personalized feedback.
Among other applications, this technique has great potential to improve general road safety. We have introduced a simple multi-frequency feature set to
recognize a driver’s behavior/attention levels through detection of 3D head and
torso movements from fading induced in the RF channel by body movements.
These movements clearly aid in ascertaining the behavior / attention levels of
a driver. We were keenly aware that, even when one has easy access to RF
sensors and sophisticated machine learning algorithms, the sensing problems
remain unresolved in the absence of an effective feature set. Existing features
such as time of ﬂight with frequency-modulated carrier waves (FMCWs), RSSI
ﬂuctuations, and CSI present important limitations such as, respectively, coarse
tracking of only one large body part, high sensitivity to the multipath effect,
and limited access to modiﬁed NIC drivers. No standalone feature set exists
for both accurate detection of small and large movements at the same time and
determination of the direction in 3D space. We solved this problem by using
two signals, with wide separation between them, in a monostatic setup. By
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combining the information about displacement, velocity, and direction of human
movements derived from the Doppler effect at the individual frequencies, we
became able to expand the number of features available from that introduced
by previously researched systems. We can accurately distinguish small head
movements from large torso and arm movements in the three aforementioned
rotational directions (pitch, roll, and yaw). The feature set extracted is useful for
training machine learning classiﬁcation algorithms that could provide human
behavioral awareness to in-car personal assistant systems so that more personalized feedback can be provided to the driver, in a manner that compromises
privacy less than video-camera-based systems do. The training results for a
four-participant dataset reveal that at 1.8 GHz the accuracy is 77.4%, at 30 GHz
it is 87.4%, and using a combined feature set improves the accuracy to 92%.

7.1

Background

Detecting human head and torso movements is of great interest for the ﬁelds of
computer vision, human–robot interaction, entertainment, and health sciences.
The sensors in most widespread use for detection are cameras, speech, and wearable and ambient sensors. For instance, one system [83] uses images to detect
head motion and for pose recognition, with the aim of predicting students’ attention levels. Other scholars developed a speech- and accelerometer-based sensor
for head motion [89] to control an electric wheelchair for quadriplegics. With
audio-visual data, head motion can be detected from speech, to enhance talking
avatar systems with speech–head-motion synthesis [33]. In Wada and Yoshida’s
system [110], an accelerometer-containing head band is used to determine the
direction of a passenger’s head tilt, which is linked to the severity of motion
sickness in cars. Image classiﬁcation employing high-resolution cameras, in
turn, is effective in ﬁne-granularity movement detection but comes at the cost of
high computational complexity and invasion of privacy. Finally, while wearable
sensors measure change in acceleration or velocity to detect orientation, they
rely on the user carrying or wearing this equipment, and changes in sensor
positions inﬂuence the system’s performance.
These limitations to existing technologies can be overcome via RF sensing.
Detection of human activity by means of RF sensing takes advantage of the
ubiquitousness of RF hardware while also being contact-free and less privacyintrusive.
Fluctuations in received signal strength that are due to body movements
and channel state information are the most widely exploited parameters in
radio sensing [2, 5, 44, 73, 80, 82, 84, 100]. Software-deﬁned radios such as
USRP devices provide effective tools for research and prototyping [52, 56, 80].
In addition, radar systems exploit higher frequencies and a greater range for
detection of human activity by means of micro-Doppler variations [3, 4, 35].
Features much as micro-Doppler signature and phase variations have proven
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Figure 7.1. Roll, pitch, and yaw to be detected via radio signals.

to be reliable in detection of large movements, such as running and walking,
even with regard to gait [60], and of small rhythmic movements such as those
reﬂecting vital signs [134] or used in gesture recognition [80]. The carrier
frequency or two similar frequencies [77] are chosen on the basis of the size
of the movements to be detected – i.e., large vs. small. Pre-existing Dopplerbased approaches do not address separating large movements from small ones
in combination with capturing their directions within a single system. Even
the most sophisticated techniques of 3D tracking, which measure TOF with
an FMCW, can perform coarse tracking of only one large body part (an arm or
leg) [4]. The RSSI ﬂuctuations, in turn, are a low-resolution and less predictable
feature, on account of their high sensitivity to the multipath effect [43, 126], and
do not sufﬁce for producing the small-scale fading and providing the direction of
movements. Finally, CSI gives amplitude and phase information over multiple
subcarriers but depends on NICs with modiﬁed drivers (e.g., an Intel 5300), via
which one can determine the direction of large strides on the basis of Doppler
frequency shifts [82] and detect small gestural movements [130]. The limited
access to such modiﬁed NIC cards, the heavy pre-processing required for noisy
data, and issues with handling multi-person environments make WiFi-CSI a less
viable solution for the long term. The landscape also features a need to cater for
natural-behavior situations, such as in-car scenarios, in which one must not only
isolate the movements but also classify them. Using multi-frequency features
gives us an effective feature set for such determination of three-dimensional
movements.
The reason for using multi-frequency signals is that it provides two inde-
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pendent feature sets. To guarantee this, we chose a low frequency, 1.8 GHz
(λ =16.7 cm), and a very high one, 30 GHz (λ =1 cm). Since head movements
typically create shorter displacements (d =10–15 cm) than do movements of the
torso (d =40–50 cm) and arm (d =70–80 cm), both head and torso movements
are manifested as deep fading at 30 GHz while only the larger torso movements
lead to visible fading at 1.8 GHz.
Millimeter wave signals are gradually being adopted for RF sensing. At higher
frequencies, the spatial resolution is improved because the shorter wavelengths
enable the recognition of smaller human movements, relative to lower frequencies [128]. This approach could also cater for avoidance of interference created
by the presence of multiple people, thanks to its beam-forming capability. Furthermore, with the advent of ECMA-387, IEEE 802.15.3c, and IEEE 802.11ad,
devices in this wave band will become omnipresent technology [75]. Our choice
of 30 GHz for sensing was motivated by the unlicensed band at 27 GHz, which
some of these devices are going to use.
Contributions: This chapter presents the following contributions to analysis
of behavior on the basis of naturally occurring body movements.
1. Identifying and detecting pitch, roll, and yaw movements (see Figure 7.1)
of a driver’s head and torso as potentially indicative of distracted behavior.
2. Exploiting non-invasive radio signals as a medium of detection to separate
3D rotational movements.
3. Introducing the use of two signals, at quite different radio frequencies,
to obtain a simple yet effective feature vector set for discrimination of
complex movements.
4. Using Doppler-spread spectrum analysis to classify non-rhythmic movements and ascertain their direction.
5. Assessing the accuracy obtained through training machine learning algorithms with data for individual frequencies vs. a combined-frequency
feature set.
This chapter provides a demonstration of a method of accurately detecting
rotational changes in the head and torso by using a novel approach of characterizing fading introduced by human movements within a wireless channel at
both low (<2 Ghz) and high (>6 GHz) frequencies. The research team identiﬁed
the features that are appropriate for a machine learning classiﬁcation algorithm
designed to classify the movements by type and also by direction. Once the
movement has been classiﬁed, the duration, frequency, and variation of movements can be used in prediction of the behavior, attention, and mental state of
the subject.
We were able to detect three rotational transformations in human body posture
– pitch, roll, and yaw (see Figure 7.1) – for behavior detection using multiple frequencies. Here, I characterize the capabilities of sensing based on low (1.8 GHz)
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Table 7.1. Azimuth θ and polar angle Φ for orientations.

Azimuth (Θ), Po- Direction
lar (Φ)
Pitch

Θ = 0◦ , φ = [−60◦ + forward, back60◦ ]
ward

Roll

Θ

Yaw

Θ = 0◦ , φ = 0◦

=
90◦ , clockwise,
◦
◦
counterclockφ = [−60 + 60 ]
wise

left, right
Figure 7.2. Pitch for torso explained.

and high frequencies (30 GHz) and highlight features in the time, frequency, and
time-frequency domains (such as Doppler spread, displacement, and velocity)
that are suitable for human-activity-detection applications.
Pitch, roll, and yaw changes in posture are of great interest because they
provide valuable information about attention levels and behavior [107], especially if synchronized with the geospatial information. For instance, repeated
pitching forward and backward detected in a driver may be an indication that
the driver is becoming sleepy/tired. Yaw movements indicate checks over one’s
shoulder, which are related to the driver’s awareness of his or her surroundings
and might also indicate that the driver is being distracted by something inside
or outside the vehicle (e.g., passengers, landmarks, or roadside events). Rolling
movements point to distractions within the vehicle, such as leaning to reach
objects or attending to rear-seat passengers.
The technical details of our system are explained in Section 7.2. Section 7.3
describes the hardware setup and method employed. After that, the experiment
outcomes and conclusions are presented, in Section 7.4.

7.2

The Technical Concept

Our approach for estimating 3D head and torso movements is focused on scenarios wherein the human body’s movements are partially restricted, as is the case
for a driver with seat belt fastened. The movements of interest are the pitch, roll,
and yaw for the head and torso. It separates between these various movements
by using multi-frequency RF features, applying the principle that the signals
blocked or reﬂected because of movements inﬂuence the signal propagation
path, resulting in slow fading and channel-quality ﬂuctuations. In addition, arm
movements are detected, although the impact on behavior is left for future work.
In this section, I explain the technical deﬁnitions of pitch, roll, and yaw, then our
multi-frequency RF features’ calculation. Finally, I lay out a logic that allows
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one to distinguish between movements when given a feature vector, which may
be augmented by training data.

7.2.1

Pitch, Roll, and Yaw

 from the origin O s at his or her waist to the
The subject is modelled as a vector S
 is described in the Cartesian coordinate system
top of the head. Relative to O s , S
as (x, y, z) and in the spherical coordinate system as (r, θ , φ), where θ = 0◦ is in
the + x-axis direction. The antenna coordinate system is described by (r a , θa , φa )
 a = (r a , 0, 0) is the direction of maximum gain. The
relative to origin O a , where R
subject is placed electrically far from the antenna (||O s − O a || >> λ).
 a is parallel to the x-axis.
To measure pitch, the receiver is placed such that R
◦
Pitch is deﬁned as change in φ in the θ = 0 direction.

ω p = (ω p · φ̂ + 0 · θ̂ + 0 · r̂)

(7.1)

Projecting angular velocity 
ω p onto the x-axis shows that the component of
 a results in a measurable change in the
the angular velocity in the direction of R
Doppler frequency at the receiver; therefore, any forward or backward pitch of
the head or torso can be detected in changes of the Doppler shift (see Figure 7.2).
Roll 
ωr is deﬁned in a corresponding manner, as a change in φ in the θ = 90◦
 a is parallel to the y-axis (the receiver is placed beside the
direction, and R
subject). Yaw 
ω y is deﬁned as a change in θ when φ = 0◦ ; however, this results
in no signiﬁcant components projected onto either the x or the y axis, so we
cannot distinguish between leftward and rightward yaw. That said, yaw can be
distinguished via stationary or head/torso movement, since there are surfaces of
the subject moving both away from and toward the receiver during the “spinning”
motion. Neither overall increase nor decrease at the carrier frequency occurs,
then, but a widened Doppler spread does result, with the center frequency
relatively unchanged.

7.2.2

RF Features

To gain the best understanding of the variations in propagation that are due
to head and torso movements, we used frequency–time-domain features in our
analysis. A brief description of all the features considered is presented below.

Doppler Spread:
The Doppler effect is the primary feature employed for the detection of body
movements. A velocity in the radial direction of the receiver will cause a frequency shift. A positive frequency shift indicates that the target is moving
toward the receiver, while a negative shift indicates moving away from the
receiver. The full distribution of frequency shift due to the Doppler effect is
referred to as the Doppler spread, B D . The Doppler spread is determined by
the movement velocity and carrier wavelength: f D = 2.vm . f c /c [50], where vm is
movement velocity, c is the speed of light, and λ = c/ f c is the carrier wavelength.
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We used f D to obtain an approximation of the Doppler spread. The B D was calculated by computing the FFT of received time-domain channel response H( f , t)
and measuring the bandwidth above a set power threshold [41]. Pseudocode for
the B D feature calculation is provided as Algorithm 3.

Movement Velocity and Displacement:
In our approach, the movement velocity, v, is calculated from B D for further
distinguishing between head and torso movements. The system’s steady state
consists of the subject’s torso and head being upright and static, so a scalar
 
displacement from steady state d is deﬁned as d = Ra ·S . Each body movement
||R a ||
involves a limited ranges of possible displacements from the steady state, depending upon the body part. For example, the head pitching forward results
in a smaller d value than corresponding motion of the torso. The range of a
movement can be computed easily by integrating the measured velocity over
time. The ranges of V and d for each body part, as presented in Table 7.1, assist
in classifying the movements recorded by type.
Time–Frequency Transforms:
With the vector network analyzer (VNA) parameters shown in Table 1, the
carrier wave signal was sampled at a rate of 234 complex samples per second
(Hz). This is well below the Nyquist frequency of 2 f c , which means that aliasing
will occur. An alias of the passband signal will appear in the frequency domain
at a lower frequency f al ias , given by the equation f al ias (N) = | f c − N f s |, 0 ≤
f al ias ≤ f s , where N is an integer. Since the bandwidth of the passband signal
is preserved in the alias, any Doppler shift at the carrier frequency will appear
in the alias. The Doppler spread can then be measured from the FFT, provided
that f s > B D to avoid alias folding.
While the FFT of the full ﬁve-second dataset captures all Doppler activity
in a single spectrum, an STFT is better for identifying the direction, time of
occurrence, and duration of movements. The STFT applies a windowing function
w(n) to an input signal x(n), which splits the input signal into m sections. The
∞
FFT is performed for each of the m sections, X m (n) = n=−∞ x(n)w(n − mτ)e− jωn ,
where the total number of points in x(n) is N and the time separation between
sections τ is deﬁned by τ = N/m. The windowing function w(n) can be understood
as a brick-wall ﬁlter of width τ, but it is recommended to use a tapered window,
such as a Hamming function, combined with partial overlap between neighboring
sections to minimize the sidelobe amplitude [1].
Multi-Frequency Measurements:
At the core of our experiments and data analysis was the use of two frequencies,
with features extracted from both datasets being utilized for classiﬁcation. Different frequencies highlight different movements, on the basis of the velocity
of the movement and carrier wavelength. The velocity of a human movement
is physically limited by the range of motion of the relevant body parts, with
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larger body parts having a wider range of motion and hence being capable of
higher velocities. Head movements, for example, involve a displacement of
approximately 10–15 cm, which results in a very small Doppler shift in 1.8 GHz
measurements but is more signiﬁcant at 30 GHz.

7.2.3

Classiﬁcation

We used our feature set to provide training data from two subjects, captured at
multiple times with the same experimental settings. Then, we applied a kNN
algorithm, with tenfold cross-validation, a prediction speed of ∼230 observations/second, and a training time of ∼0.5 seconds, to classify the movements. The
results are explained in Section 7.4.
Algorithm 3: Orientation-Detection Algorithm
1

2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9
10
11
12

function pitchRollYawFunction (y1 , td 1 , td 2 , f c );
Input : Complex Time-domain Signal y1 (t) , movement_threshold td 1 ,
power_threshold td 2 , carrier_frequency f c
Output : movement_direction, movement_speed
initialization;
freq_domain_signal=FFT (y1 );
doppler_start_freq=ﬁnd_lower_peak (y1 , td 2 );
doppler_end_freq=ﬁnd_higher_peak (y1 , td 2 );
doppler_width=doppler_end_freq - doppler_start_freq; if doppler_width
> td 1 then
direction_of_movement= ﬁnd_tilt
(doppler_start_freq,doppler_end_freq);
speed_of_movement= calc_speed (doppler_width, f c );
return direction_of_movement, speed_of_movement;
else
NULL, 0 ;
end

7.3

Methodology

The measurements were conducted with 30 GHz continuous wave signal (CW)
and 1.8GHz continuous wave signal (CW) in a 3 x 2.78 x 5 m anechoic chamber
in the Radio Science Lab at the University of British Columbia. The chamber
provided a static environment with stable positioning of the objects, a constant
signal-to-noise ratio, and known clutter, which should afford isolation of signal
variation due solely to the human body. Wireless channel impairments are
expected in realistic environments and will need to be resolved by future work.
The experiment setups for monostatic conﬁguration have subjects performing
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Figure 7.3. Signal block diagram for 30 GHz radio transmission.

activities at 1.6 m distance from the transmitter (TX) /receiver (RX). As we
measure the reﬂection from the human body, the subject is within the TX beam
or LOS, to avoid any blockage or interference in the sight of the TX antenna.
Two sets of instrumentation were deployed, separately, for 30 GHz and
1.8 GHz, as shown in Figure 7.4. For the training data captured for both
subjects, measurements for each subject were conducted at different times, on
separate days, to avoid any environment bias in the results.
For the 30 GHz component of the research, a signal block diagram reﬂecting
the equipment setup is shown in Figure 7.3. Here, the signal generator generates
a carrier wave of 1.449 GHz CW source signal feeding in to the VNA. The VNA
output signal is guided through a block upconverter (BUC) and transmitted
through a TX horn antenna. The transmitted signal has beam width, gain, and
polarization of 18.3◦ , 20 dBi, and +45◦ , respectively. At the receiver end, a horn
antenna with 11◦ beam width and 23 dBi gain and using dual polarization is
installed. The received signal is split into vertical and horizontal components
by an orthomode transducer (OMT). These separated signal components are
downconverted to the initial frequency by means of mixers and received by
the VNA. For the 1.8 GHz component, directional CPE TX and RX antennas
with 60◦ beam width and gain of 13 dBi are connected directly to the VNA,
and the VNA is connected to a laptop via TCP. The TCP connection is for
remotely controlling the operations in the experiments. The VNA parameters
are presented in Table 7.2.
We designed a human study appropriate for capturing meaningful information
on posture, head motions, and body movements that should provide predictors
of behavior in a car. For each experiment, the subject performed pitch, roll,
and yaw with alternate directions. To capture the pitch for several multipleantenna positionings, we changed the RX position accordingly. We recorded the
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(a) 1.8 GHz equipment

(b) 30 GHz horn antennas

(c) 30 GHz equipment
Figure 7.4. The experiment setup, in an anechoic chamber, for dual-frequency measurements.
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(a) Head forward and backward

(b) Torso forward and backward
Figure 7.5. Doppler spread visualization in the frequency-domain graph for torso and head
movements.
Table 7.2. VNA values for 30 GHz and 1.8 GHz.

Sweep
mode

Points Time

IF BW

Power

Freq1

CW

1201

10 kHz

-20 dBm

1,449 MHz 1,750 MHz

5.1s

Freq2

Table 7.3. Measurement values for 30 GHz and 1.8 GHz.

Frequency TX beam width / RX beam width / TX–RX dis- RX–
setup
gain
gain
tance
subject
distance
18.3◦ , 20 Horn: 11◦ , 23 dBi 1.5 m

30 GHz

Horn:
dBi

1.8 GHz

Directional CPE: 60◦ , 13 dBi

1.5 m

1.6 m
1.6 m
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(a) Head forward and backward

(b) Torso forward and backward
Figure 7.6. Doppler spread visualization in the frequency-domain graph for head and torso
movements at 30 GHz. The red line denotes B D .

ground-truth details manually to accompany each measurement, for comparison.

7.4

Results

We exploited the independent system responses of two, very different frequencies
to detect changes in the posture of the human head, torso, and arms. We used
our feature set based on time and frequency measurements to separate between
the head and torso while also isolating the direction.
Figures 7.6 and 7.5 depict the results obtained for B D at 1.8 GHz and 30 GHz,
respectively. At 1.8 GHz, we detected only the large movements, since the range
of displacement was much larger than the wavelength of 16.7 cm, whereas head
movements, with a range comparable to the wavelength, were not visible.
Pitch movement can be detected and further classiﬁed via Doppler spread, as
depicted in Figure 7.6 and in Figure 7.5. A positive shift in frequency refers
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(a) Head forward and backward

(b) Torso forward and backward
Figure 7.7. Doppler spread visualization in the frequency-domain graph for arm and torso
movements at 1.8 GHz.

to pitch forward, while a negative shift indicates a pitch motion backward.
Torso and arm movements can be detected on the basis of their measurable B D ,
whereas head movements are not detectable at 1.8 GHz. At 30 GHz, however,
both torso and head movements result in measurable B D values. They can be
detected on this basis.
At 30 GHz, the wavelength, 1 cm, is much smaller than the ranges of both
head and torso movements’ displacement, so both types of movement can be
detected accordingly. The Doppler spread width is indicative of the type of
movement, and the shift in terms of positive/negative direction indicates the
direction (forward/backward for pitch). Figure 7.5 shows that the Doppler shift
in either direction can be detected for head and torso movements. The time–
frequency transform aids in determining the real-time changes in frequency
and direction both (see Figure 7.8). Confusion matrices, including recall and
precision values, for the computed features from the training data are shown in
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Table 7.4. Feature values for pitch at f c =1.8 GHz, λ =16.7 cm.

Feature

Arm

Head

Torso

B D (Hz)

6–6.6

4–6.4

9.5–9.9

v (m/s)

0.50–0.55

0.33–0.53

0.79–0.83

d (cm)

71–75

10–15

40–46

Perceptible direction

No

No

Yes

Table 7.5. Feature values for pitch movements at f c =30 GHz, λ =1 cm.

Feature

Arm

Head

Torso

B D (Hz)

18–218

45–58

105–131

v (m/s)

0.09–1.09

0.23–0.29

0.53–0.66

Perceptible direction

No

Yes

Yes

Figure 7.9 and in Figure 7.10.1 The individual-frequency feature set from the
data for 1.8 GHz yields an accuracy level of 77.8%, and that for 30 GHz is 87.4%,
while the combined-frequency feature set provides accuracy improved to 92%.
Natural arm movements cannot be categorized in terms of pitch, roll, and yaw.
Where the head and torso each have one main “joint” to pivot from – the base
of the neck for the head and the base of the spine / the hips for the torso – arm
motions involve the shoulder, elbow, and wrist all moving independently. This
means that the pitch/roll/yaw classiﬁcation system described in this chapter is
not enough to describe complicated arm movements. Furthermore, on account of
its wider range of motion, an arm potentially could be mistaken for either the
head or the torso in pitch/roll/yaw measurements. Additional features that might
be able to assist in classifying arm movements could be found from modeling
the head/torso and arm/hand as separate point scatters that can be separated in
the delay domain, in an approach similar to the fast time processing techniques
demonstrated by Google ATAP in its Soli project [65].

7.5

Discussion

Detection of human activity is an intriguing ﬁeld particularly for the medical
and automotive industries, for its potential in methods of monitoring human
behavior (e.g., with regard to driver awareness or sleepiness). Video cameras and
wearable sensor technologies are effective at detecting activity but come with
1 In the ﬁgures, TF = torso forward, TB = torso backward, HF = head forward, HB =

head backward, AM = arm movements, Prec = precision, Recl = recall.
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(a) Head forward

(b) Head backward

(c) Torso forward

(d) Torso backward

(e) Arm forward

(f) Arm backward

Figure 7.8. Spectrograms from the 30 GHz measurements for pitch.

the cost of technical complexity and compromises to personal privacy. Research
into RF sensing is creating effective tools that avoid these limitations. These
developments, in combination with the availability of cheaper high-frequency devices, allow for high-resolution activity detection. Machine learning algorithms
can be very powerful tools in tackling classiﬁcation problems of this sort but are
completely dependent on the effectiveness of the input feature set.
The most sophisticated 3D tracking systems now in use, which measure the
TOF for an FMCW, can perform coarse tracking only, for just one large body part
(an arm or leg) [4]. As noted above, techniques involving RSSI ﬂuctuations come
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Figure 7.9. Confusion matrix for 1.8 GHz and 30 GHz frequency data.

Figure 7.10. Confusion matrix for the multi-frequency feature set.

with their own problems, in that they are highly dependent on the multipath
effect [126] and are not sufﬁcient for obtaining information on small-scale fading
and on the direction of the movements. The ﬁnal approach suggested, using CSI,
gives amplitude and phase information over multiple subcarriers but shows the
aforementioned dependency on NICs with modiﬁed drivers (e.g. the Intel 5300),
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though able to determine large striding leg movements’ direction by means of
Doppler frequency shifts [82] and small gestural movements [130]. The issues
noted above (limited access to such modiﬁed NIC cards, heavy pre-processing
with respect to noisy data, and complications in a multiple-person environment)
render WiFi-CSI a less viable solution in the long term. This formed the rationale
for our choice of a ﬁrst frequency of 30 GHz, which not only provides ﬁne-grained
details but also caters for cases involving several people, on account of its beamforming capability. Responding to the challenges described above, we have
presented a multi-frequency RF feature set for the driver of a car, affording
accurate detection of pitch, roll, and yaw movements of the head and torso that
can be mapped to the driver’s attention level, interest, and activities. Despite
having advanced RF sensor technologies and machine learning algorithms,
we cannot achieve accurate sensing solutions without an effective feature set.
Hence, in a departure from earlier research approaches, in which either a single
tone or similar frequencies are used, we have brought potential to solve complex
problems of 3D detection for small and large movements. Movement direction,
displacement, velocity, and spectrogram analysis from Doppler variations at a
pair of frequencies with wide spread together yield angles of orientation of the
human body and enable identifying particular movement types. Our system,
with the technical details described above, uses a single RX antenna for pitch,
while roll and yaw detection follow an analogous procedure but with additional
antennas (one for each orientation type). The training results described above
are promising: the results for a two-participant dataset reveal that at 1.8 GHz
the accuracy is 77.4%, at 30 GHz it is 87.4%, and using a combined feature set
raises the accuracy level to 92% with an extended label set.
In our next work 8.3, we present the in-depth stability analysis to understand the impact on detection accuracy with changing conﬁgurations between
transmitter, receiver and the subject, including line-of-sight and non-line-ofsight reﬂections, as well as the minimum number of RX antennas required to
accurately detect the 3D movements of the head. We refer the reader to the
publication VII, 3D head motion detection using millimeter-wave Doppler radar.
In this paper, we;
1. Derive the optimal geometry to separate yaw movements in a car-like arrangement within an anechoic chamber and show that 30 GHz millimeterwave signals are appropriate for this scenario.
2. Demonstrate the advantage of bistatic over monostatic conﬁgurations for
RF sensing that identiﬁes head rotation and translation, since it captures
more scattered components of the signal.
3. Show that translation along the radar line of sight is more easily distinguished in a monostatic conﬁguration and that detecting all rotationaland translational-movement classes within one system requires additional
RX units.
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In an era of shifting from manual to assisted and onward to highly autonomous
driving, the role of drivers is expected to change accordingly. Information
about the state, attention, emotion, and behavior of a driver remains of great
value across all of these driving modes. In autonomous driving, drivers are
expected to utilize their journey time for performing other activities, such as
chatting, looking around, or even carrying out more vital tasks. Although the
focus in autonomous driving is on minimizing the role of the human in driving,
situations are anticipated wherein the human may be required to take control
of the vehicle or at least might want to take over the driving (e.g., cases of
unexpected obstructions to the road, accidents, and natural disasters). In order
to guarantee swift hand-over of control, the car must know the current state of
the driver, including readiness level, information that would aid in generating
timely alerts. Additionally, in car-sharing models, the behavior of one person in
the vehicle is likely to affect others present. This creates further motivation to
detect behavior, actions, and emotions of the car’s occupants.
So far, techniques have been developed to detect driver tiredness, stress,
attention level, and emotional state during the driving process. These detect
eye movements, facial expressions, rotation of the head, and heart/breathing
rate by using cameras and physiological sensors [25, 40]. Although the camera
and sensor technologies utilized have achieved great accuracy and matured over
time, their use still is limited by the high cost involved, the need for drivers to
wear body sensors for measuring heart/breathing rate, and privacy intrusions.
Pervasive, low-cost, and less privacy-compromising, wireless sensing is an
emerging ﬁeld aimed at estimating the presence, location, activities, and gestures of humans by means of radio measurements performed by commercial
off-the-shelf wireless communication devices [113]. Wireless sensing harnesses
the potential of changes in radio channel characteristics that are created by
reﬂections introduced by the human body. Different human actions create
different patterns in radio signals. Alongside work in this discipline, several
machine-learning methods have been advanced for training from known activity
patterns to produce activity-recognition systems [113]. Nonetheless, the concept
of employing wireless sensing to obtain details of behavioral state from changes
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in body movements has gone largely unexplored.
With the project, the detection capability of radio signals was extended to
behavior or emotion’s sensing from body movements. The researchers exploited
multiple wireless technologies (1.8 GHz; WiFi; and millimeter wave, or mmWave)
to analyze, design, and implement techniques that detect individual minor 3D
body movements. The main contributions encompassed state-of-the-art signalprocessing methods and separable feature sets for human movement’s detection
by means of device-free, low-cost, indoor wireless technology.
Since the research was focused largely on an in-car driving scenario, the target
movements are naturally occurring upper-body (head, torso, and arm) movements that provide information about a driver’s behavior. The key contribution –
the one adding the greatest value and innovation to the body of scholarly work
– lies in concerted efforts to separate out individual body parts and analyze
their movement on the basis of class memberships. The proposed core idea of
leveraging radio signals for behavior detection was taken further, to solving
various challenges. The work thus carries the concept of RF sensing further into
practice.

8.1

Research Contributions

1. The project developed discrimination of neutral vs. agitated state in a
driving scenario and an indoor conversation scenario, using a USRP-based
transmitter–receiver setup and an RSSI-based feature set inﬂuenced by
changing body movements in two distinct behavioral states. The thesis
also describes the impact of SNR variations on the accuracy of device
free emotion and activity recognition. Furthermore, critical SNR values
are presented for several environments (i.e., levels beyond which sensing
capability is no longer reliable).
In the future, we should be able to scale our RFexpress solution and
deploy it as a service at the network edge, where it could beneﬁt from the
computational resources of the edge affording more complex device free
sensing operations. In this scenario, receiver devices with less processing
power, such as low-end WiFi access points or mobile phones, can upload
their received signal data to the RFexpress service in the edge interface,
which would then process the signal, extract features, and derive emotion
information from the data. This information could be fed back to the users
in real time. Also, this development opens possibilities for operation in
which multiple receiver devices (such as two WiFi access points, at the
opposite ends of a room) can cooperate with each other by sharing their
collected data and thus improving the overall accuracy of the system.
The immediate aim is to achieve higher accuracy for our car-driving scenario, for more subjects, with various demographic proﬁles. Another
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critical human emotion or behavior is tiredness, detection of which could
be of profound beneﬁt in a car-driving scenario. We hope to detect a state
of tiredness and also differentiate between less angry and extremely angry
behavior, so as to enable generation of appropriate feedback.
2. The work contributed detection of individual upper-body movements connected with distracted vs. neutral behavior in a driving scenario. We
exploited off-the-shelf wireless cards to capture the CSI data and exploited
phase information in detecting movements. A key element of the solution is an impulsive windowing approach that allows the start and end
of movements to be accurately identiﬁed in a continuous stream of data.
We validated the system in a realistic driving environment by conducting
a non-choreographed continuous-recognition study with 40 participants
at the BMW Group research facility. By combining impulsive windowing
with a unique selection of features from peak data and subcarrier analysis
of RF CSI phase information, the system proved able to achieve 94.5%
accuracy for distinguishing between head and arm movement. Also, we
can conﬁdently differentiate relevant gestures from arbitrary arm and
head movements, turning of the head, and idle movement with 90.5%
accuracy. The human study carried out at the BMW center developed over
three stages. It proceeded from normal driving to distracted driving and
then happy/relaxed driving. The WiBot work covered only distracted driving behavior; however, we are extending WiBot to recognize other stages
of emotions and intend to distinguish between various behaviors. The
researchers will also combine body-movement information with data on
heart and breathing rate, for obtaining ﬁne granularity. The CSI dataset
will be made available to the research community, to bring further beneﬁts.
3. The dissertation presents a multi-frequency feature set suited to detecting
a driver’s 3D head and torso movements from ﬂuctuations in the RF
channel that are due to body movements. Currently, no standalone feature
set exists that accurately detects small and large movements at the same
time and enables ascertaining the direction in 3D space. We solved this
problem by using two radio signals, at widely separated frequencies, in
a monostatic conﬁguration. Combining information about displacement,
velocity, and direction of movements derived from the Doppler effect at
each frequency allowed us to expand the number of features covered.
Thus, we were able to identify pitch, roll, and yaw movements of the head
from torso and arm. The extracted feature set can be used to train a knearest neighbor classiﬁcation algorithm, which could give cars behavioral
awareness while remaining less invasive than camera-based systems are.
The training results for data from four participants reveal a classiﬁcation
accuracy of 77.4% at 1.8 GHz, 87.4% at 30 GHz, and a full 92% upon
enhancement with a multi-frequency feature set.
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8.2

Research Impact

The scientiﬁc results and concrete outcomes of the project can be divided into
four categories.
1. The greatest outgrowth from the research could be safe and awareness-rich
driving, guidance, and support to the driver without the system intruding
on their privacy, enabled by using cheap and readily available WiFi signals
instead of video cameras and wearable sensors.
2. Applications for learning a driver’s behavior can be extended from nonautonomous to autonomous and car-sharing modes. The resulting information serves as valuable input for personal car assistant systems, which
are already in production. Synchronizing the information available on
road conditions with that on corresponding head movements should let
the system determine the state of the driver.
3. Insurance companies can utilize the driver-state information to make the
correct determination in the event of a car crash.
4. Behavior detection can be coupled with gesture recognition, since the
system automatically detects gestures. Deﬁning meaningful gestures for
communication with the personal car assistant could be an additional
feature, alongside the speech medium as already employed for communication with one’s car. It offers ﬂexibility to those people who would not prefer
talking to speech-recognition-based in-car assistant systems. Furthermore,
many of those with speech-related disabilities could avail themselves of
the facility of a gesture-using assistant system.

8.3

Future Work in the Domain of Behavior Sensing

The research has taken advantage of wireless sensing to detect behavior by using
body movements. This extends the capability of current systems considerably;
however, our research product is a prototype implementation. It can be modiﬁed
and improved in several ways for enhanced RF sensing capability.
1. Extending emotion categories for detection: We intend to explore emotion
sensing with RF technology further. For instance, we are extending the
range of discrete emotions. Discrete emotion theories, like by Ekman and
Firesen [37], suggest a limited set of emotions, say anger, fear, happy,
sad, surprise and disgust. Dimensional theories, on the other hand deﬁne
dimensional spaces to demonstrate the characteristics of emotions, the
similarities and differences between the expression. For example, arousal
(intensity scale high to low) and valence (impact scale positive to negative)
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are two important dimensions of emotion, largely explored in facial expression and speech recognition methods to reveal distinctions and overlaps in
emotion categories [23].
As our current research is based on expressing emotion or behavior in
terms of body movements, the arousal dimension is most relevant and
critical, because it relates directly to the use of body movements. The
behavior detection works best when arousal is high. For cases where the
challenge is to detect distraction or diversion from attention, like in a car,
range of valence from positive to negative does not signiﬁcantly change
the distracted state, as long as arousal is high. For instance, if a person is
happy (high arousal and positive valence) or angry (high arousal, negative
valence), the behavioral state will still be distracted and person would still
need to be warned. However the distraction levels could range from low to
high based on the valence, and given the information about this dimension,
we could would our feedback and reactions in different applications.
The wireless dimensional emotion recognition from body movements is
achievable for cases where both arousal and valence are critical. In that
case, we deﬁne the set of classes based on body movements or postures that
are indicators of typical emotions. For instance, in Chapter 5, we demonstrate the methods to detect happiness and fear based on distinguishing
body movements such as clapping and extended arm detection. This covers
the cases where arousal is high and valence is positive (happiness) and
arousal is high but valence is negative (fear). Similarly, head movements
and postures up, down and straight could be correlated to dimensional
effect. For instance, experiments performed by [23], demonstrate the varying head spinal positions to explain the dimensional affect, like straight
postures by subjects map to positive valence whereas leaning postures
were linked to negative valence. Combining categories for combinations of
head, arm and torso movements and mapping them to arousal and valence
would not only extend this work for emotions in discrete space but also in
dimensional space.
2. Use with multiple individuals: The testing and application were carried
out for a single occupant of the vehicle/chamber. It did not take into account
the impact of other riders and their behavior in the car. However, we would
expect this problem to be resolvable through the beam-forming capability
of mmWave technology. On the basis of the application needs, there could
be two ways to address this research problem. For conditions in which
only the driver’s or a single passenger’s behavior is to be detected, the
interference due to other occupants constitutes mere noise and should be
ﬁltered for purposes of accurate results. In the second sort of situation, the
application might require detecting the behavior of each person separately.
This would be relevant, for instance, in car-sharing environments, in which
the behavior of one person can readily affect others present. Also, it could
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provide feedback to improve services that are needed by all passengers.
Potentially, one could do so with per-passenger dedicated receiver antennas
and independent data analysis for each individual.
3. Characteristics of movements: I have presented solutions to detect complex
body movements for prediction of behavior. Our work could be taken
one step further, to elaboration on the characteristics of each movement
detected. For instance, in a time span of 30 seconds, what is the frequency
and duration of each movement performed? Such information would
provide in-depth information for use by the car, which could make driverrelated assessments and improve its feedback accordingly.
4. We focused primarily on an in-car driving scenario. Therefore, our ﬁnal
target classes were based on movements of the upper body: the head,
torso, and arms. The technique can be extended to other different scenarios, though, and there may be a need to expand the number of classes
correspondingly. For example, the system could be expanded to behavior
detection for ofﬁce employees, who are not conﬁned to their seat as a
driver is. This would necessitate including both upper- and lower-body
movements as classes.
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